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Executive Summary 
A 2001 NCTR study of barriers to transit use involved field testing that collected 
information on how well participants could plan transit trips by determining bus routes, 
bus stops, and schedule times.   A total of 57 percent of the responses received from field 
test participants were negative in relation to how they would feel about using the transit 
information materials to plan an actual bus trip.  Many participants expressed that the 
transit trip planning tasks were difficult, even with the extensive instruction provided by 
the observers/interviewers. Participants described feeling frustrated, irritated, and confused 
as a result of the trip planning tasks they were asked to complete. A number of the field 
test participants were so flustered by the transit trip planning experience that they indicated 
they would not attempt to take the bus trip if the transit information materials presented 
were the only resources available. The responses received from these participants suggest 
that the task of planning a transit trip using only the printed materials presents so great a 
challenge that it discourages individuals from trying public bus service. This situation is 
magnified for many of the 50 million Americans with disabilities who depend on transit as 
their primary means to and from school, work, doctor appointments, and other essential 
activities.  
The goal of the 1990 Americans with Disabilities (ADA) is to provide equal opportunity, 
full participation, and independence to persons with disabilities. For many people, transit is 
a travel option for jobs, schools, shopping, or other destinations.  For persons with 
disabilities, transit is often the sole means of mobility. The inability to travel, or the lack of 
knowledge in accessing the range of transportation options in the community, frequently 
translates into difficulties finding employment, seeking necessary medical services, 
participating in educational or vocational training, recreation, leisure, and other community 
activities. Travel training began as a mandate by the ADA to instruct children with 
disabilities on how to move safely from one place to another.  It then expanded into a 
service available to any individual new to transit in general or to a community in particular. 
Transit trainers invest time and labor in providing one-on-one instruction to develop the 
skills necessary for independent transit riding. Any and all tools that increase the efficiency 
of the training process should be used by transit agencies to redirect resources better used 
to train more individuals in utilizing fixed-route transit. The latest figures indicate that the 
operating cost per trip for complementary paratransit service is $22.14, compared to $2.75 
for fixed route transit.  
Travel training is short-term, comprehensive, individualized instruction provided by 
qualified personnel to individuals with disabilities other than blindness or visual 
impairments.  Travel trainers teach the skills and techniques necessary for individuals with 
disabilities to negotiate public environments, including public transportation when 
appropriate, in a safe and independent manner.  The instruction is customized to the 
person’s needs and abilities and is taught in the environment in which the individual is 
expected to travel.  To travel independently, a trainee must demonstrate 23 skills  that 
include reading the bus schedule and/or finding routes; leaving the place of origin and 
arriving at the bus stop on time; demonstrating appropriate street crossing skills; carrying a 
bus pass; paying the correct fee; identifying the correct bus through number, color, style, or  
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asking the driver for a bus transfer if needed; watching for landmarks and recognizing a 
landmark near the desired bus stop; and signaling to exit at the proper time, among others. 
The travel assistant device developed for this project is a prototype software system that 
can be installed on off-the-shelf, GPS-enabled cell phones.  The Travel Assistant Device 
(TAD) software provides various informational prompts such as playing the recorded 
audio messages “Get ready” and “Pull the cord now!” and vibrating to alert the rider to pull 
the stop cord. These prompts are delivered to the rider in a just-in-time method.  The real-
time location of the rider can be viewed by the travel trainer or family member through a 
web page.  TAD utilizes stop and route data provided by transit agencies in the de facto 
industry standard Google Transit Feed Specification format. TAD was designed for use by 
cognitively-disabled transit riders, but can be used by any transit user. 
Previous research using mobile devices to aid persons with disabilities has been performed 
by various institutions and companies to prompt the initiation of tasks, such as taking 
medications or remembering appointments.   An off-the-shelf, Pocket PC-based navigation 
system has been modified to allow simple communication with the visually impaired but 
does not allow real-time communication with the Internet.  Therefore, it does not provide 
tracking services or remote monitoring by a travel trainer or caretaker.  Additionally, the 
high cost of the system, almost $2,000, represents a significant financial burden for the 
user.   In a 2003 research project, the University of Colorado’s Coleman Institute used an 
off-the-shelf device to create a prototype transportation guidance device but concluded that 
“no hardware platform exists yet with all needed capabilities” for creating an all-in-one 
mobility assistant device.  Another prototype, Opportunity Knocks, showed significant 
promise for automatically detecting when an individual is lost based on GPS data recorded 
from a cell phone coupled with a modular GPS unit. However, while the system provides 
alerts when it senses the individual is lost, it does not provide proactive cues to the user to 
indicate when they should exit the transit vehicle.  Additionally, the system must have 
prior travel learning behavior in its memory to benchmark normal performance, and thus 
cannot provide alerts for new riders.  Combining separate cell phone and GPS units drives 
up total system costs and has a design that may be awkward for the disabled user to carry.  
Existing literature on navigation skills for those with cognitive impairments was consulted 
as part of the TAD design process. Recent research suggests that the task of real-time 
navigation is most successful when guided by auditory prompts.  One study found that 
auditory alerts are not only the most effective type of prompts for real-time navigation for 
cognitively impaired individuals, but they are also the most preferred by participants.  The 
authors attribute these findings to the cognitive process of navigation, which occupies the 
visual processing components of the brain.  Prompts that require visual attention such as 
maps, images, or written directions can conflict with the visual component of navigation 
itself.  Therefore, the auditory processing of directives does not directly conflict with the 
visual information that the individual is receiving and allows the subject to handle both 
tasks simultaneously.   
TAD was designed primarily to deliver an auditory prompt that alerts the individual to exit 
the bus.  Additional visual and tactile (i.e., vibration) prompting also were implemented as 
secondary prompting methods. The research team conducted an extensive analysis of 
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mobile phone technology to evaluate the feasibility of using mobile phones as a travel 
assistant device.  This investigation included an analysis of positioning methods available 
for cellular networks and devices, methods of software development to gain access to 
position data, software standardization and compatibilities for mobile phones, and the 
current status of positioning techniques. The TAD system is a software communication 
architecture that enables GPS-enabled mobile phones to provide end-user travel services to 
the person carrying the phone.  For the initial phase of TAD development, three main 
services were targeted for implementation: the delivery of real-time auditory prompts to 
the transit rider via the cell phone, informing them when they should request a stop; the 
delivery of an alert to the rider, caretaker, and travel trainer if the rider deviates from his or 
her expected route; and a web page that allows travel trainers and caretakers to create new 
itineraries for transit riders as well as allow monitoring of real-time rider location.  
In the TAD system design, there were three primary goals: 
1) Make the system low-cost and widely accessible. 
This involves using off-the-shelf, consumer-grade, GPS-enabled cell phones for a 
compact, inexpensive, all-in-one solution.  Standards-based solutions also were 
used to allow interoperability on multiple platforms (i.e., different cell phones and 
cellular carriers).  In addition, open-source solutions were used when possible to 
reduce implementation and management costs to transit agencies.  Finally, to 
minimize future development costs, the software is forward-compatible with future 
mobile devices. 
2) Make the architecture modular, allowing system components to be reused when 
possible; new features can easily be added in future versions. 
Web services were used to allow the TAD systems to operate in heterogeneous 
computing environments on multiple platforms and operating systems.  System 
entities were designed so that elements (i.e., database server) may be exchanged 
without disrupting the entire system 
3) Provide a reliable service tailored to transit riders with special needs. 
A simple, uncluttered user interface is provided for the user.  To avoid confusion, 
only two auditory announcements (“Get ready” and “Pull the cord now!”) are used.  
The phone vibrates to alert the user when to request a stop. 
For over one year, TAD was continuously tested by project staff through iterative testing, 
development, re-testing, and debugging processes while resolving technical and software 
issues encountered during the testing period.  To date, qualitative results indicate that TAD 
works precisely and is able to deliver notifications to the user in the exact location chosen 
by the travel trainer via the web page.  Limited field tests with six cognitively-disabled 
young adults successfully demonstrated the proof-of-concept of the TAD system after 
overcoming institutional barriers and putting research subject protections in place.  
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Ultimately, an efficient stop detection algorithm on the mobile phone was developed to 
address both limitations of computing resources on the mobile phone--that which prevents 
advanced spatial calculations, and the lack of complex spatial data from the Google Transit 
Feed defining the actual bus path. Testing revealed problems with the accuracy of the bus 
route and stop information obtained from the transit agency’s Google Transit Feed.  These 
data problems resulted in occasional missed or false alerts, demonstrating the importance 
of TAD’s automated alarms for path deviation.  The data problems can likely be 
minimized through improved quality control efforts on the part of the transit agency.  The 
most frequently reoccurring errors encountered during TAD testing were related to 
inaccurate bus stop locations in HART’s bus stop inventory.  Recently, HART updated the 
bus stop inventory by re-geocoding all bus stop using GPS surveying units. Future TAD 
field tests utilizing the new inventory may find that the bus stop inaccuracy error is 
resolved.    
The initial design, implementation, and field testing of the TAD software application 
running on commercially-available, GPS-enabled mobile phones that announce upcoming 
bus stops to the transit rider have been successful.  The device with the proof-of-concept 
TAD software has been field tested in the Tampa area on HART transit bus routes with 
very promising results.  However, several improvements remain to be researched, 
designed, tested, and implemented.   
Several areas of the TAD software system can be improved.   For example, improvements 
to the TAD mobile phone application user interface may help riders be less conspicuous 
when utilizing the TAD.  Field-test participants stated their preference for a more discreet 
notification method to alert them of upcoming stops, as opposed to the alerts being 
announced via the device’s speaker phone.  Future versions of TAD could utilize 
Bluetooth™ wireless headsets so that the audio prompt for “Get ready” and “Pull the cord 
now!” would be heard privately by the rider through a headset.   
Another function that could be added to the TAD system is trip inference. It may be 
possible to automatically predict which transit trip the rider currently wants to take by 
using his or her real-time position and past travel behavior.  This feature could remove the 
requirement for the rider to select his or her trip from a list displayed on the phone and 
make the user experience simpler.   
Trip planning functionality also could be integrated into the TAD website.  Currently, the 
website user must have knowledge of the bus system’s routes and schedule to set up a trip 
for a TAD user.  Trip planning software such as Google Transit potentially could be 
integrated into the TAD system.  Using a source and destination address, this software 
would be able to automatically plan a trip and set up the proper routes and schedules for 
download by the TAD mobile application. 
While, for the majority of transit trips, TAD is able to alert the rider at the appropriate 
time, both bus stop detection and alert triggering algorithms should be enhanced to avoid 
giving alerts in very close proximity to the desired stop.  The current algorithm provides 
some alerts in locations that require very fast rider reaction time in requesting a stop before 
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the bus passes the destination stop.  Advanced bus stop detection algorithms should give 
the rider notification earlier without giving the alert too soon.   
The current requirement to detect the first stop for each segment should be removed to 
prevent possible failures due to an incorrectly geo-coded starting bus stop location. By 
removing this requirement, TAD will still alert the rider of his or her approaching 
destination stop even if the user was never detected as being near his or her starting stop.  
To further increase the reliability of TAD, it will be desirable to simultaneously monitor 
several segments ahead of the current segment instead of monitoring only the segment that 
is currently being traveled.  Currently, if TAD doe not detect the ending stop of a segment, 
it will continuously search for the stop even if the rider has successfully exited the bus and 
is traveling on the next segment.  By monitoring several segments ahead, TAD will move 
on to the remaining segments of a trip in case an intermediate bus stop joining two 
segments was not properly detected.   
Future work should also focus on creating a tool that allows administrators to move bus 
stop locations in the database via the user interface.  It is likely that many transit agencies 
will have inaccuracies in their bus stop inventory.  Therefore, allowing the travel trainer to 
move the stop to the correct location would ensure that TAD functions correctly for that 
segment, while removing from the TAD system administrators the burden of manually 
updating datasets.  Allowing direct placement by the travel trainer through a website tool 
also reduces errors in communicating information between parties and reduces the 
potential for human error during direct data manipulations in the database.  Once a bus 
stop is manually moved, automatic updates via the Google Transit Feed should continue to 
take place, but the manually-adjusted bus stops would remain untouched during the update 
process.  In the future, tools such as Google Earth™’s Streetview, which provide a first-
person perspective of the street at the bus stop location, should prove very useful to travel 
trainers in remotely viewing the potential destination of a transit rider’s planned trip. 
Transit Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) systems should also be studied to see what 
additional services can be provided to the user, such as providing the estimated time until 
arrival and ensuring that the rider boarded the correct bus.  AVL should also be 
investigated as a potential backup positioning system when the mobile phone cannot 
calculate a GPS fix based on its embedded GPS hardware.  Since AVL utilizes GPS 
antennas that are located on the exterior of the bus, it may be able to calculate position 
information in environments where a mobile phone cannot.  While lack of an accurate GPS 
signal does not present a significant problem for newer phones with high-sensitivity 
assisted GPS technology, AVL may serve as an important backup for older mobile phones 
with less sensitive GPS.  AVL may also be utilized to provide location-aware services to 
transit riders with mobile phones without GPS function. However, the quality of such a 
service would have to be researched and evaluated. 
Further testing with other transit agencies is essential for the research team to observe the 
results of TAD functioning on a different transit system.  Provided that a transit agency has 
an accurate and up-to-date bus stop inventory and that data are placed in the Google 
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Transit Feed Specification format, the TAD system should be able to read the data and 
instantly add that agency to the system. 
The task of integrating the TAD into travel training curricula is an open issue that will 
require input from multiple parties including special education professionals and travel 
trainers.  Guidance for the training the trainers on TAD should be developed to ensure they 
utilize it properly during training sessions. Trainers should also be educated to assess that a 
rider is adequately prepared to independently use TAD to complete a trip. Further studies 
into defining the capabilities and skills needed for a rider to use this and future TAD 
applications are needed with input from parents, trainers, riders, and others to assure the 
user-friendliness and functionality of the application to riders with specific disabilities. 
Although field tests with special needs population proved rather challenging logistically, 
more is needed to refine TAD making it more applicable to different needs. For example, 
for the hearing impaired, in addition to alerting the rider by vibration of the phone, more 
visual alerts on the phone screen can be considered instead of current audio prompts.  
Lastly, since no software system is 100 percent reliable, travel trainers should provide 
clients with fallback plans in case the TAD software is not able to alert the rider at the 
appropriate time.  Both the tracking feature and the automated route deviation alert of the 
TAD software, along with general utility features of a cell phone, are designed to aid the 
travel trainer and/or guardian in case the rider becomes lost. However, in general, with or 
without TAD’s assistance, different scenarios should be prepared and field tested for a 
particular rider according to his/her specific needs. Keeping in mind that TAD is designed 
to be a used as a tool, to aid in travel training and to enhance the rider’s independence and 
safety, trainees should have ample opportunities to practice with their guardians and 
trainers so that some level of familiarity and confidence is attained before riding 
independently.   
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CHAPTER 1 -  INTRODUCTION 
The Center for Urban Transportation Research (CUTR) and the Department of Computer 
Science and Engineering (CSE) at the University of South Florida (USF) with funding from 
the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) and the United States Department of 
Transportation (USDOT) have established an ongoing partnership over the past several years 
that focuses on the development of cutting-edge community applications utilizing location-
aware and mobile technologies in transportation applications.  The next sections of this 
chapter present the research background, goals and objectives, and an illustrated example of 
the problem/need this research is addressing. 
1.1 Research Background 
The Florida Department of Transportation through the National Center for Transit Research 
(NCTR) funded research focused on the use of mobile devices and the development of 
location-aware artificial intelligence software systems.  To date, several prototypes have been 
developed for use by the transportation industry but have not yet deployed.  For example, 
TRAC-IT is an application that utilizes GPS-enabled phones to collect travel survey data 
including trip start and end times, trip duration and distance, origin and destination 
coordinates, travel route, and speed. Another prototype is the Personal Travel Coach that uses 
TRAC-IT to pattern the travel behavior of participating households. An intelligent travel 
feedback advisory system (also known as an expert system) proposes tailored suggestions to 
reduce vehicle miles traveled by the household and the individual. Suggestions are generated 
based on a set of rules that analyze trip characteristics. For example, if different household 
members made separate trips to a grocery store on the same day, the advice would be to 
combine trips. Another Personal Travel Coach application is the path prediction algorithm 
designed to alert the user of any real-time incidents that would require postponing, canceling, 
or re-routing trips on the previously-used paths recorded and recalled by the phone. Future 
developments envisioned for this application would make all traveler information resources 
such as those used for 511 available to a traveler’s cell phone to bring timely information to 
the trip decision-making process. 
The knowledge gathered from these projects, along with recent advances in mobile 
communications technology, led the research team to envision the GPS-enabled mobile phone 
as a personalized travel assistant device (TAD).   
1.2 Problem Statement 
A 2001 NCTR study into barriers to transit use conducted field testing that collected 
information on how well participants could actually plan transit trips by determining bus 
route(s), bus stop(s), and schedule time(s) (1). Information was collected from 17 pilot study 
and 80 final study participants, and qualitative data were collected from participants 
pertaining to their perceptions of the trip planning tasks and the transit information materials 
used.    A majority of the participant responses received in relation to the least understandable 
and/or most difficult aspects of the trip planning tasks pertained to the layout and use of the 
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transit information materials. More than half (57 percent) of the responses received from field 
test participants related to how they would feel if they had to use the transit information 
materials presented to plan an actual trip on the bus were negative. Many participants 
expressed that the transit trip planning tasks were difficult, even with extensive instruction 
provided by the observer/interviewers. Participants described feeling frustrated, irritated, and 
confused as a result of the trip-planning tasks they were asked to complete. Taken together, 
there were more than 100 separate comments made related to the printed transit materials 
being confusing, difficult to understand, or just plain frustrating. At least 20 of the field test 
participants were so flustered by the transit trip planning experience that they indicated they 
would not even try to make the bus trip if they had to use only the transit information 
materials presented to them. The responses received from these participants suggest that the 
task of planning a transit trip using only the printed materials presented poses so great a 
challenge that it discourages individuals from trying out public bus service. 
According to a 2004 NCTR study, approximately half of a general population survey sample 
could not successfully plan an entire trip on a fixed-route transit system using the printed 
materials provided (2). Several studies have documented route-finding difficulties in elderly 
populations over 70 years old regardless of cognitive ability (3),(4),(5).  As the baby-boomer 
generation ages, their number is forecasted to grow nearly four times faster than the 
population as a whole in the two decades from 2010 to 2030 (6).  In 2001, approximately 26 
percent of state units on aging surveyed by the Aging States Project identified transportation 
as a top health issue for seniors, and 38 percent identified inadequate transportation as a 
barrier to promoting health among this age group (7).  More than one in five (21 percent) of 
seniors do not drive.  Half of those – 3.6 million Americans – stay home on any given day 
partially because they lack transportation options (8). This situation is magnified for many of 
the 50 million Americans with disabilities who depend on transit as their primary means to 
and from school, work, doctor appointments, and other essential activities.  
Research conducted under Transit Cooperative research Program (TCRP) Project B-5 to 
identify the characteristics of paratransit riders with and without disabilities who could be 
attracted to ride fixed-route service, the features they value in fixed-route services, and the 
physical and institutional barriers that hinder such efforts (9). The research was based on 
consumer surveys of people with disabilities who did not use fixed route services as well as 
those who did. On-board surveys, telephone surveys, and focus groups were conducted at 
transit agencies around the country to obtain data on passenger preferences and abilities. 
Survey results indicate that the top four features that can make fixed-route transit attractive to 
paratransit users are, in order from 1 to 4: low fares, easy access (i.e., no big roads to cross) to 
the bus stop, drivers who announce all stops, and no transfers. According to the TCRP Report 
24, individuals with disabilities surveyed indicated that they do not ride accessible, fixed-
route services for a variety of reasons, including, but not necessarily limited to (9):  
• lack of knowledge about the availability of accessible fixed-route services 
• the need to cross wide roads to use the service 
• ineffective policies on the part of the transit system 
• inadequate training of drivers regarding the announcement of bus stops 
• the need to make transfers between modes or among vehicles 
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• inadequate seating 
• lack of large, covered shelters at bus stops 
• the perceived lack of security 
An example of how complex it is to plan a transit trip is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. 
Planning a transit trip from CUTR on the USF campus to the Tampa International Airport 
may involve selecting appropriate routes from the HART system map (Figure 1), leading to 
three routes and then looking at three brochures with route schedules (Figure 2).  
For those who have Internet access, a search using Google transit trip planning would have 
yielded the following steps: 
1. Begin by walking to Leroy Collins Blvd @ Fowler Ave (takes about 1 min)  
 
2. Bus #5 - 40th St, direction: Marion St @ Laurel St  
Service run by Hillsborough Area Regional Transit, 6:10pm  
Leave from Leroy Collins Blvd @ Fowler Ave, 6:26pm 
Arrive at 40th St @ Hillsborough Ave 
 
3. Bus #34 - Hillsborough Avenue, direction: Hanley - Waters Transfer Ctr 
11 mins to make transfer; 6:37pm, leave from Hillsborough Av @ 40th St  
7:06pm, arrive at Hillsborough Av @ Ambassador Dr 
 
4. Bus #30 - Town N Country, direction: Fortune St @ Marion St 
6 mins to make transfer  
7:12pm, leave from Kelly Rd @ Hillsborough Av  
7:28pm, arrive at Tpa Intl Airport Post Office 
 
5. Walk to Tampa Intl Airport (takes about 12 minutes) 
Even the most aware individual might need assistance to be assured they will complete the 
trip correctly.  For the cognitively disabled, the complex task of completing a transit trip may 
successfully be accomplished through assistance from the transit agency. For the same 
population group, transit is the sole means of providing transportation, and the dependency on 
transit is a lifetime commitment.  
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Figure 1 – HART System Map (CUTR to Tampa Airport Enlarged)
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Figure 2 – HART Routes 5, 34, and 30, Maps and Schedules 
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According to the Census Bureau, people with limitations in cognitive functioning or a 
mental or emotional illness that interfered with their daily activities accounted for 6.4 
percent of the population, or 19 million people. A cognitive impairment is defined as “any 
disorder requiring special attention to or alternate methods for communicating concepts 
and instructions” (10). For those with cognitive disabilities, planning and executing a trip 
may be a daunting task. Individuals with cognitive impairments may have difficulty 
acquiring, storing, or retrieving information. Some examples include reading and 
understanding directions, accessing the correct vehicle, exiting from the correct station or 
stop, and understanding announcements. The literature suggests that orientation training is 
the key to enable a passenger with a cognitive impairment to travel within a transit 
environment. Such passengers should be trained not only to use the transit system, but also 
to understand all aspects of a transit trip. Information and/or assistance may be obtained 
from local human service agencies (10).  
Compounding the difficulty faced by the traveler, transit agencies are struggling to support 
expensive and specialized on-demand services (i.e., paratransit) for riders who cannot use 
normal public transportation.  According to the American Public Transportation 
Association, the average cost of paratransit is $17 per trip versus an equivalent fixed-route 
transit cost of $1.70 per trip (11).  The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requires 
that paratransit services be provided to all persons who are unable to use fixed-route bus 
service.  Since transit agencies are not allowed to pass the majority of the additional costs 
of a paratransit trip to the rider, they must either absorb the costs or find ways to transfer 
able riders from paratransit to fixed-route services. 
1.3 Study Goals and Objectives  
This research project seeks to develop a software application that uses cell phones with 
built-in GPS to overcome the challenges facing new transit riders, especially those who are 
cognitively disabled.  This device could increase fixed-route transit use among the 
cognitively disabled to increase mobility and reduce paratransit costs for transit agencies.  
While riders with cognitive disabilities are the initial target market for this application, 
TAD could be used by many different types of travelers, such as tourists who are 
unfamiliar with a region and its transit system.  TAD, in conjunction with automated 
transit trip planners, could enable a large number of users to independently and 
successfully travel using public transportation. 
The project team designed and developed a software system based on GPS-enabled cell 
phones to act as a travel assistant device (TAD) for transit riders.  Various forms of 
informational prompts are delivered to the rider in a just-in-time method, such as triggering 
the phone to ring and vibrate when the rider should pull the stop cord to arrive at the 
correct stop.  Other, more complex communications include delivering an audio message 
from the phone to give instructions based on the passenger’s current location.  For the 
sight-or hearing-impaired, the phone’s vibrate feature could alert them to an approaching 
stop.  Automated alarms can also be triggered and the travel trainer remotely alerted if a 
rider wanders off his or her pre-determined path.  Traditional phone communication is 
possible between the rider and the trainer, which would allow a lost rider to be guided to 
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the correct location.  More advanced information, such as directions or maps based on the 
current location of the rider, can also be accessed by the trainer or family members at any 
point. 
The primary purpose of this project was to create a software system for GPS-enabled 
mobile phones that would prompt transit riders to request a stop when they are 
approaching their destination.    Research goals included: 
1) Design and develop TAD prototype software for GPS-enabled cell phones that 
guides transit riders with mental/cognitive disabilities in utilizing the transit 
system. 
 
2) Create an online, map-based web page that provides a caretaker and travel 
trainer with the means to remotely monitor the transit rider’s location when 
desired. 
 
Additionally, tasks included triggering alarms when the rider deviates from his/her 
planned route, as well as providing the travel trainer and caretakers with the ability to 
view via website the real-time location of the rider. 
1.4 Report Organization 
The next chapter presents a literature review on mobile devices to aid the disabled and an 
insight into travel training, highlighting the partnership between Hillsborough Area 
Regional Transit (HART) Travel Training program and the Successful Transition After 
Graduation for Exceptional Students (STAGES) program at USF. Chapter Three 
summarizes the state-of-the-art, location-based services in cellular networks, the different 
methods of obtaining position data and the capabilities of cellular providers and devices. 
Chapter 4 describes the TAD system design, including the server, user, and webpage 
modules. Chapter Five documents the field-testing process and findings. The last chapter 
presents the study conclusions and future research direction. 
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CHAPTER 2 -  LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Overview of Previous Research 
Previous research using mobile devices to aid persons with disabilities has been performed 
by various institutions and companies.  Past research using mobile devices for prompting 
the initiation of tasks such as taking medications or remembering appointments has been 
successful (12), (13).  Currently, Humanware, Inc. sells a product for the visually impaired 
called the Trekker, which combines a personal digital assistant (PDA) with Global 
Positioning System (GPS) and Braille input devices (14).  This product resembles an off-
the-shelf, Pocket PC-based navigation system but has been modified to allow simple 
communication with the visually impaired.  However, it does not allow real-time 
communication with the Internet, and, therefore, does not provide tracking services or 
remote monitoring by a travel trainer or caretaker.  Additionally, the high cost of the 
system, almost $2,000, represents a significant financial burden for the user.  Most 
important, the device is tailored for those with visual impairments and cannot be 
customized for those with cognitive disabilities. 
The application of mobile devices specifically to help cognitively disabled persons use 
public transportation is not unprecedented.  In several papers, researchers at the University 
of Illinois at Chicago, the Coleman Institute for Cognitive Disabilities, and the Center for 
Lifelong Learning and Design, both at the University of Colorado, speculated that a mobile 
computing device (PDA), when coupled with a GPS system, could successfully assist the 
cognitively-disabled in riding transit (15), (16), (17),(18).  In a 2003 research project, the 
University of Colorado’s Coleman Institute and partner software company AgentSheets 
used off-the-shelf PDAs and GPS devices to create a prototype transportation guidance 
device (19).  They concluded, “no hardware platform exists yet with all needed 
capabilities” for creating an all-in-one mobility assistant device (20).  Liao et al. presented 
a novel hierarchical Markov model that can detect abnormal travel behaviors, which lead 
to the creation of a subsequent system called Opportunity Knocks (21). Opportunity 
Knocks shows significant promise for automatically detecting when an individual is lost 
based on GPS data recorded from a cell phone coupled with a modular GPS unit (21). 
However, while the system provides alerts when it senses the individual is lost, it does not 
provide pro-active cues to the user regarding when he/she should exit the transit vehicle.  
Additionally, the system must have prior travel learning behavior in its memory to 
benchmark normal performance and thus cannot provide alerts for new riders.  Combining 
separate cell phone and GPS units drives up total system costs and has a design that may 
be awkward for the disabled user to carry. 
2.2 Travel Training 
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) was originally enacted by 
Congress in 1975 to ensure that children with disabilities, like all children, have the 
opportunity to receive a free and suitable public education.  Over the years, the law has 
been revised many times.  The most recent amendments were passed by Congress in 
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December 2004, with final regulations published in August 2006 (23).  In 1999, federal 
regulations included a provision on travel training: 
Travel training means providing instruction, as appropriate, to children 
with significant cognitive disabilities, and any other children with 
disabilities who require this instruction, to enable them to (i) develop an 
awareness of the environment in which they live, and (ii) learn the skills 
necessary to move effectively and safely from place to place within that 
environment (e.g., in school, at home, at work, and in the community. 
(NICHCY Transition Summary, 1996) 
Travel training is short-term, comprehensive, individualized instruction provided by 
qualified personnel to individuals with disabilities other than blindness or visual 
impairments.  Travel trainers teach the skills and techniques necessary for individuals with 
disabilities to negotiate public environments, including public transportation when 
appropriate, in a safe and independent manner.  The instruction is individualized to the 
person’s needs and abilities and is taught in the actual environment in which the individual 
is expected to travel. 
Independent travel instruction is a comprehensive training program designed to teach 
individuals with disabilities how to establish and maintain orientation in their environment 
as they travel safely and effectively on public transportation from their current location to a 
known destination.  It includes travel in indoor areas and residential neighborhoods as well 
as rural, business, and downtown areas.  While some people require instruction only for 
specific routes, others learn to develop cognitive or mental maps of street patterns and are 
able to travel widely throughout the environment. 
Travel training and travel instruction have shown success in several studies and a 
professional organization for travel instructors, the Association of Travel Instruction 
(ATI), has been established in the United States (24), (25), (26). ATI is a national 
professional association that exists to develop the relatively new professions of travel 
training instructor and travel trainer for seniors and persons with disabilities other than 
those with blindness. The goal of ATI is to serve the practitioners who teach persons with 
disabilities and seniors to use public transit safely and independently.   Table 1 includes the 
23 skills a trainee needs to possess to travel independently.  The research team identified 
several travel training skills where TAD may potentially play a role in further developing 
these skills.  Note that the NCTR project successfully tested TAD for skills that appear 
shaded in the table. 
2.2.1 HART’s Travel Training Program 
HART offers the Travel Training Program, which is designed to properly train any resident 
or visitor to Hillsborough County on how to use the HART system. A HART 
representative gives step-by-step instructions on how to use the transit guide, read a 
passenger schedule, and how to ride the bus. Trainees receive route schedules, a transit 
guide, and informational brochures to get them acquainted with HART. Additional training 
trips can be arranged. Disabled persons also are eligible, provided their disability does not 
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require special assistance or specifically trained personnel. Advertised as an added bonus, 
the first ride on HART with the Travel Training program is free 
Table 1 – Required Skills to Complete a Transit Trip 
 Skill Potential TAD Application 
1 Leave the place of origin and arrive at the bus stop on time. 
TAD could be used to alert rider to leave origin 
in time to catch next bus. 
2 Demonstrate appropriate street crossing skills.  
3 Travel to and from the bus stop using his/her route of choice. 
 TAD could be used as a pedestrian navigation 
tool. 
4 Stand at the bus stop or terminal in an appropriate place.  
5 Look in the direction of bus travel.  
6 Carry a bus pass and take out the correct fee. 
 TAD could be used in junction with Near Field 
Communication (NFC) to swipe phone as means 
of payment. 
7 Identify the correct bus (through number, color, style, inquiry). 
TAD could be used to show image of bus with 
route number displayed and alert rider as bus 
approaches stop/station. 
8 Signal to the driver the desire to board.   
9 Board the front entrance in consecutive turn.  
10 Show the driver the bus pass or transfer and deposit the correct fare in the box. 
 TAD could be used in junction with NFC to 
swipe phone as means of payment. 
11 Communicate any special needs to the driver.  
12 Know how to board the lift and be secure.  
13 Ask the driver for a bus transfer, if needed.  TAD could be used to alert rider to remember to ask for a transfer before exiting the bus. 
14 Select a seat or a proper place to stand.  
15 Watch for landmarks.  TAD can be used to sound alert to “Get ready.” 
16 Obey the rules of the bus and exhibit appropriate bus behavior.  
17 Recognize a landmark near the desired bus stop.  TAD can be used to sound alert to “Get ready.” 
18 Signal for exiting at the proper time.   TAD can be used to alert driver to “pull the cord now!” 
19 Exit the bus through the proper door.  
20 
Travel to any necessary transfer points or 
destinations through the most direct or the safest 
route. 
 TAD could be used as a pedestrian navigation 
tool. 
21 Dial or ask for assistance when utilizing the phone. 
 TAD could be pre-programmed to presets to 
contact parent/guardian (e.g., press 1 to call 
mom). 
22 Respond and act correctly in emergencies.  
23 Read the bus schedule and/or find routes. 
 TAD could be used with Google Transit 
(http://www.google.com/transit) planner to 
automatically plan trips when given an origin and 
destination. 
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To create a design for TAD that was appropriate for the target population, Mark Sheppard, 
Travel Trainer for Hillsborough Area Regional Transit (HART), and Gigi Gonzalez, 
Transition Facilitator for Exceptional Student Education for the Successful Transition 
After Graduation for Exceptional Students (STAGES) program at USF, were included as 
members of the research team.  In addition, an advisory group was created and briefed on 
the TAD concept to obtain further feedback from those involved in travel training or 
special education.  This group includes individuals from the Louis de la Parte Florida 
Mental Health Institute (FMHI) at USF, the Florida Department of Transportation, 
MacDonald Training Center, and the Hillsborough County School District.  Additional 
travel instructors were also consulted through a presentation and dialogue at the 2005 
Association for Travel Instruction (ATI) National Conference.  
The collaboration of Mr. Sheppard of HART and Ms. Gonzalez of STAGES with the 
research team was essential for the success of this research. The following sections 
highlight the HART and STAGES partnership.  
2.3 HART-STAGES Partnership 
Successful Transition After Graduation for Exceptional Students (STAGES) is a school 
district of Hillsborough County Transition Program at the University of South Florida 
(USF) College of Education that provides training and support to young adults with 
disabilities.  STAGES, in partnership with the Department of Special Education, offers 
each student an opportunity to experience college life, explore career options, utilize public 
transportation, learn self-advocacy skills, interact with age appropriate peers, and reach 
their potential as an independent member of the community.  In close association with the 
STAGES Program at USF, HART has offered its expertise to the task of introducing, 
instructing, and developing each STAGES student in becoming a travel independent 
individual in using the Hillsborough County public transit system (Figure 3). 
 
HART stands ready to assist in the ongoing training of each STAGES 
student in successfully utilizing the public bus system to new 
destinations, such as new residences or future employment 
opportunities. HART knows the importance of gaining confidence in 
the daily use of public transportation. The element of transportation is 
one of the most important needs for successful, independent living. The 
best work-skill training remains unused if they cannot get to the work 
place. 
Mark Sheppard 
HART Travel Trainer 
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Figure 3 – STAGES and HART Partnership 
Source: College of Education, USF at http://www.coedu.usf.edu/main/stages/hartline.html 
2.4 Process of Authorizing Field Tests with STAGES Participants 
The STAGES testing consisted of two primary stages:  the processing of individual 
paperwork for both the USF Institutional Review Board (IRB) and the Hillsborough 
County School System, including an interview that was conducted with each student and 
parent, and the actual field test where the student carried a mobile phone with the TAD 
application installed.  The testing of TAD with STAGES students was an extended process 
that required permission from both USF’s IRB and the Hillsborough County School Board. 
In late February 2007, a TAD advisory board member with the School District of 
Hillsborough County (SDHC) requested an agreement between the SDHC Board and USF 
to allow STAGES students to participate in the project.  After many revisions, the School 
Board and USF reached a consensus and received the fully executed agreement from 
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Hillsborough County in September 2007.  After receiving approval to work with STAGES 
students, the research team began working directly with Ms. Gonzalez of STAGES and 
Mr. Sheppard of HART to recruit volunteers for the initial field tests and, by early 
October, was ready to hold the initial information session on TAD.  All interview scripts 
with students were approved by the Hillsborough County School Board on October 26 and 
submitted to USF’s IRB for approval. 
All students had been previously travel trained by Mr. Sheppard as part of the life skills 
training in the STAGES program. Three research team members, including the travel 
trainer, were present during each of the six orientations/signing sessions that were held on 
the USF campus (at STAGES or CUTR buildings), with the exception of one held at a 
student’s home. Each orientation session lasted, on average, 60 minutes. Mr. Sheppard 
explained how TAD works by providing examples from experiences with travel training 
and bus stops familiar to participants. CUTR team members explained the IRB process and 
the field test procedures, answering all questions asked by the participants before obtaining 
signatures.  The required signatures are indicated in Table 6. 
Table 2 – Number of Required Signatures for IRB and HCSB Forms 
 
Student Parent / Guardian 
PI or  
Co-PI Witness   
Assent to Participate in Research 
Information for individuals who cannot 
provide informed consent (3 pages) 
1 0 1 0 
Consent of Proxy (9 pages) 0 2 2 2 
Parental Informed Consent (8 pages) 1 3 3 4 
Adult Consent for Participant (5 pages) 1 0 1 0 
Adult Consent for Parent/guardian of 
participant (3 pages) 0 1 1 0 
Total 28 pages and 25 signatures 
All IRB documents that had to be signed by participants, parents/guardians, and research 
team are available in Appendix B of this final report. 
2.5 Discussion 
Existing literature on navigation skills for those with cognitive impairments was consulted 
as part of the TAD design process.  Since TAD focuses primarily on prompting the 
individual when he or she should request a stop on the bus, the notification method was the 
primary focus of this research. 
Some past studies document that checklists and step-by-step written instructions are the 
most effective means to guide an individual with a cognitive disability through a series of 
tasks (27), (28).  Other studies have documented success using a recorded voice as a means 
of prompting an individual (29), (30), (31). 
Recent research suggests that the task of real-time navigation is most successful when 
guided by auditory prompts.  One study found that auditory alerts are not only the most 
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effective type of prompts for real-time navigation for cognitively impaired individuals, but 
they were also the most preferred by participants (32).  The authors attribute these findings 
to the cognitive process of navigation that occupies the visual processing components of 
the brain.  Prompts that require visual attention such as maps, images, or written directions 
can conflict with the visual component of navigation itself.  Therefore, the auditory 
processing of directives does not directly conflict with the visual information that the 
individual is receiving and allows the subject to handle both tasks simultaneously.  These 
findings are similar to other studies examining individuals without cognitive disabilities 
that determined that audio prompts were preferred for multi-tasking situations where the 
visual attention of the participant was required for real-time navigation (33), (34), (35). 
Based on the above research in the field, TAD was designed to primarily use an auditory 
prompt to alert the individual to exit the bus.  Additional visual and tactile (i.e., vibration) 
prompting also were implemented as secondary prompting methods.   
To create a design for TAD that was appropriate for the target population, Mark Sheppard, 
Travel Trainer for Hillsborough Area Regional Transit (HART), and Gigi Gonzalez, 
Transition Facilitator for Exceptional Student Education for the Successful Transition 
After Graduation for Exceptional Students (STAGES) program at USF, were included as 
members of the research team.  In addition, an advisory group was created and briefed on 
the TAD concept to obtain further feedback from those involved in travel training or 
special education.  This group includes individuals from the Louis de la Parte Florida 
Mental Health Institute (FMHI) at USF, the Florida Department of Transportation, 
MacDonald Training Center, and the Hillsborough County School District.  Additional 
travel instructors also were consulted through a presentation and dialogue at the 2005 
National Conference for ATI.  
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CHAPTER 3 -  SUMMARY OF STATE OF THE ART  
The research team conducted an extensive analysis of mobile phone technology to evaluate 
the feasibility of using mobile phones as a travel assistant device.  This investigation 
included an analysis of positioning methods available for cellular networks and devices, 
methods of software development to gain access to position data, software standardization 
and compatibilities for mobile phones, and the status of positioning techniques.   
3.1 Location-Based Services Technology for Cellular Networks 
Location-based services (LBS) are emerging technologies in the telecommunications 
industry.  Common applications of LBS include real-time vehicle navigation systems, 
while newer location-aware applications include location-based messaging, social 
networking, and photography.  With the recent advancements in mobile phone and 
network technology, LBS are growing exponentially.  According to recent market research, 
the world population of GPS-enabled, location-aware services subscribers will grow from 
12 million in 2006 to a projected 315 million by 2011, and North American growth is 
projected to increase from 500,000 users in 2006 to 20 million users in 2011 (36), (37).  
ABI Research predicts that satellite-based positioning devices and systems will generate 
yearly revenues of $240 billion by 2013 (38).  By 2010, Gartner Research estimates that 
500 million cell phones capable of navigation will be sold annually, compared with stand-
alone GPS device sales of 95 million (39).  Since LBS are well suited for transportation 
applications, new types of location-aware transportation applications can be developed and 
deployed on a large scale (40), (41), (42). 
GPS-enabled mobile phones can serve as computing platforms that utilize continuous 
position data, including speed and heading data calculated by the phone or network using 
Global Positioning Systems (GPS), network-based triangulation, or a similar positioning 
technology.  The TAD research project utilizes assisted GPS to provide frequent and 
accurate position updates that are required for real-time application decisions.  GPS is 
highly accurate, with most position requests being accurate within 3 to 30 meters and 
speeds shown to be accurate within 0.2 meters/sec in past studies (43).  GPS fixes can be 
collected with a frequency of up to once per second for a mobile phone, thereby generating 
real-time position information that can be used to make instantaneous application 
decisions.  
Location-aware applications require access to geographic data that describes the real-time 
position of the device.  There are three common classes of positioning techniques that can 
be utilized to obtain geographic information:  
1. Device-based methods, those in which the end-user device performs the necessary 
calculations to determine the position of the device.  
2. Cellular network-based methods, which determine the device position by analyzing 
the wireless communication with the device.   
3. Hybrid methods, which are used primarily to improve the Time-To-First-Fix 
(TTFF) and the accuracy of the position estimation by providing assistance 
information to the position calculating entity. Two primary categories of hybrid 
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methods are device-assisted network-based technology or network-assisted device-
based technology.   
The Federal Communication Commission’s E911 mandate requiring cellular providers to 
identify the position of 911 wireless callers has been the driving force behind the 
implementation of LBS in the United States.  Since many different technologies can be 
used to implement any of the above positioning methods, Phase 2 of the E911 mandate has 
left the implementation of the positioning system technology up to each carrier and has 
specified only accuracy requirements.  Device-based solutions must be within 50 meters 
for 67 percent of calls, and 150 meters for 95 percent of calls.  In the case of network-
based solutions, 67 percent of calls must be within 100 meters, and 95 percent within 300 
meters (44).  Table 2 includes a summary of all positioning methods discussed in the 
following sections and the U.S. carriers utilizing them.  The current trend for U.S. cellular 
carriers is to provide Assisted Global Positioning Systems (A-GPS) solutions for handsets, 
regardless of the solutions implemented to meet the E911 mandate requirements.  This 
trend is because most location-aware commercial products such as real-time navigation 
require the high precision positioning data that only A-GPS is capable of providing.  
Therefore, if the cellular carrier is interested in recovering the cost of implementing LBS 
on its network and maintaining a steady income based on commercial LBS, A-GPS must 
be available in devices on the network. 
Table 3 - Summary of Available Positioning Methods   
Location Technologies for Cellular Phones 
Technology Type Accuracy U.S. Carrier 
Cell-ID Network 100m-3km (depends on the size of the cell) All 
Cell-ID + Timing Advance (TA) Network Band size configurable;  default is 500m AT&T 
Enhanced Forward Link 
Triangulation (EFLT) Network 250-350m None 
Angle of Arrival (AOA) Network 100-200m None 
Advanced Forward Link 
Trilateration (AFLT) Network 50-200m Sprint and Verizon 
Enhanced Observed Time 
Difference (EOTD) Device 50-200m None 
Uplink Time Difference of 
Arrival (U-TDOA) Network 40-60m T-Mobile, AT&T 
Assisted Global Positioning 
System (A-GPS) Hybrid 5-30m 
Sprint, Nextel, Alltel, 
Verizon, and AT&T 
Source: Federal Communication Commission Official Website link to 911 services   
http://www.fcc.gov/911/enhanced/ 
All information shared in this report is publicly-available information collected from a 
variety of sources, including the wireless service providers’ and cell phone manufacturers’ 
websites and documentation hosted on these websites.  Information such as software 
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compatibilities and mobile phone performance data was gathered through empirical testing 
of GPS-enabled cell phones using software created by the research team.  A detailed 
description of positioning technologies available to mobile phones, as well as their trade-
offs, is available in the 2008 NCTR/FDOT publication, “Smart Phone Applications to 
Influence Travel Behavior (TRAC-IT Phase 3)” (42). 
3.2 Software Developer Methods to Obtain Position Data  
Although different technologies are used to calculate the user’s position, software 
development should not be further complicated by the need to differentiate the details of 
one type of technology from another when using position data in a software application.  
As a third party software, the goal of location Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) 
is to provide developers access to position data while hiding some of the implementation 
details from the software developer.  There are many APIs available for this purpose, 
including those defined for software that executes on handsets as well as those defined for 
use by network applications.  Handset-based APIs are accessed by software running on the 
mobile device through handset-initiated location requests, while network-based APIs are 
accessed by web applications that send network-initiated location requests to a server in a 
cellular network (Figure 4).  There are advantages and disadvantages to each approach 
detailed in the 2008 NCTR/FDOT report, “Smart Phone Applications to Influence Travel 
Behavior (TRAC-IT Phase 3)” (42).   
 
 
Figure 4 - Handset-Initiated vs. Network-Initiated Location Requests  
Handset-initiated assisted GPS was chosen as the primary positioning technology for the 
TAD application since it provides low-latency and highly accurate position information at 
intervals as frequent as every second. 
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To implement a software system that can take advantage of handset-initiated assisted GPS 
requests, software must be developed for the mobile phone.  The large number of different 
mobile device manufacturers and cellular carriers make software development for mobile 
devices rather complex.  There are many different programming languages available, many 
of which have functions proprietary to a particular chipset or operating system.  Therefore, 
while an application developed for a proprietary system may operate on one mobile phone, 
it would have to be completely re-written to execute on a device from a different 
manufacturer.   
One programming language that has emerged as a platform-independent means of software 
development for mobile phones is Java Micro Edition (J2ME) (45).  J2ME, like Java 2 
Standard Edition (J2SE) and Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) for desktop and server 
computers, is able to execute on devices and chipsets from different manufacturers.  
Additionally, J2ME has been designed to work across different cell phone networks 
independent of the underlying cellular network implementation, such as Code Division 
Multiple Access (CDMA) or Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM).  As a 
result, a J2ME application designed to meet the basic J2ME standard that utilizes no 
proprietary libraries should be transferable from one J2ME-enabled device to another with 
few or no changes in the software.  The J2ME Architecture is shown in Figure 5 and is 
discussed in detail in Section 4.3, which describes the Client-side Modules of TAD.   
As J2ME became more prevalent in the mobile device market and location capabilities of 
mobile phones became more common, it became evident that a standardized API that 
would allow location-aware software to be deployed to many different devices without the 
use of various proprietary APIs was required on the J2ME platform.  Fortunately, the Java 
Community Process (JCP) allows new standards to be proposed for Java platforms, 
including J2ME.   
In 2002 “Java Specification Request (JSR) 179: Location API for J2ME” was proposed 
and accepted as a necessary standard for J2ME (46).  An expert group including members 
such as IBM, Nokia, Symbian, Intel, Motorola, Sony-Ericsson, ESRI, and Sun 
Microsystems, Inc. was created to develop the specification for this standard and in 
September 2003, the final standard was released.  This standard allows a location-aware 
J2ME application to be developed that will execute on any J2ME platform that supports 
the optional JSR179 package.  In an effort to improve JSR179 and add additional location-
aware functionality, “JSR293: Location API 2.0” was proposed in early 2006 (47).  An 
expert group consisting of Nokia, Motorola, Sprint-Nextel, GPS hardware manufacturer 
SiRF, Navteq, Samsung, Cingular, Sun Microsystems, Inc., Sony Ericsson, European 
cellular providers Orange and Telecom Italia, China Mobile Communications Co. Ltd, and 
USF has been deliberating on this standard since this time, with the public review stage-
taking place in mid-2007.  JSR293 is expected to be finalized in mid to late 2008 and 
should appear in commercially available cell phones shortly thereafter. 
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J2ME Architecture, including relationship to proprietary APIs
= Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) (standardized across devices)
= Software Proprietary to Mobile Device
= TAD Application
Host Operating System
Virtual Machine (VM)
Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) 1.1
Mobile Information Device 
Profile (MIDP) 2.0
JSR 179 Location API
(Optional Package API)
Proprietary 
J2ME APIs
(Battery Life, 
Wireless Signal 
Strength, etc.)
TAD Application
Proprietary 
(non-J2ME) 
APIs
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5 - J2ME Architecture 
 Note: J2ME Architecture includes relationship to proprietary APIs 
Performance of various Location APIs, including proprietary APIs, can differ in terms of 
response time and accuracy of position data. Software developers should be aware of the 
particular characteristics of the API they are planning on using, as well as the other options 
for location APIs on the same device before developing LBS using a particular API (48).  
TAD uses the JSR179 Location API for programmatic access to position information of 
the mobile phone, and will support JSR293 when it is released.  Further information on 
JSR179 and a comparison between JSR179 and JSR293 can be found in the March 2008 
special issue of Computer Communications on “Advanced Location Based Services” as 
well as the TRAC-IT Phase 3 Final Report (49), (42).   
GPS and Cell-ID are the two primary types of location data that are provided in real-time 
to the TAD software running on the mobile phone.  An example of Cell-ID fixes, or the 
location of the cellular tower or cellular coverage (Figure 6, point “U”) with which a 
mobile phone was communicating along with its actual geographic location during this 
time, indicated from the GPS data surrounding the tower, is shown in Figure 6.  Cell-ID 
location fixes are returned by the phone when GPS data is not available.  From Figure 5, it 
is obvious that a Cell-ID location can be a significant distance from the actual geographic 
position of the mobile phone.  Therefore, only GPS should be relied on to provide the 
service of announcing an upcoming bus stop. 
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Figure 6 - Satellite Fixes and Cell Tower Coordinates (Point “U”) 
3.3 Current Capabilities of Cellular Providers and Cellular Devices 
The following sections discuss device and network characteristics for developing and 
deploying LBS applications for mobile phones, and the capabilities of major U.S. cellular 
carriers to support these applications. Table 4 provides a summary of the extensive 
technology assessment conducted by the research team on these carriers and their LBS 
capabilities.  Detailed assessments of each carrier can be found in the TRAC-IT Phase 3 
Final Report (42). 
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Table 4 - Summary of LBS Capabilities by Cellular Carrier  
Cellular 
Carrier Handset-Initiated (HI) Location Request 
Network-Initiated (NI) 
Location Request 
Sprint 
(CDMA) 
Suppo
rt HI? 
Restricts 
Access HI? 
Supports 
J2ME? 
Embedded GPS 
exposed? Supports NI? 
Restricts 
Access NI? 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
 
Note:  Quickly maturing LBS platform for HI and NI.   
All devices released after early 2007 support JSR179 for embedded GPS. 
Developer website:  http://developer.sprint.com 
Nextel (iDEN)  
Suppo
rt HI? 
Restricts 
Access HI? 
Supports 
J2ME? 
Embedded GPS 
exposed? Supports NI? 
Restricts 
Access NI? 
Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 
 
Note:  Mature LBS platform for HI and NI.   
All devices released after 2004 capable of JSR179 support for embedded GPS. 
Developer website:  http://developer.sprint.com 
AT&T 
(formerly 
Cingular) 
Suppo
rt HI? 
Restricts 
Access HI? 
Supports 
J2ME? 
Embedded GPS 
exposed? Supports NI? 
Restricts 
Access NI? 
Yes Yes Yes No* Yes Yes 
 
Note:  LBS still emerging and still closed to 3rd party developers.   
Only devices supporting JSR179 with embedded GPS are PDAs 
Developer website:  http://developer.att.com/ 
Verizon 
Suppo
rt HI? 
Restricts 
Access HI? 
Supports 
J2ME? 
Embedded GPS 
exposed? Supports NI? 
Restricts 
Access NI? 
Yes Yes No Yes No N/A 
 
Note:  LBS still closed to 3rd party developers.  BREW Only for applications.   
Only RIM Blackberry, Palm Treo, and Windows Mobile devices w/ external Bluetooth support 3rd 
party LBS applications. 
Developer website:  http://www.vzwdevelopers.com 
Alltel 
Suppo
rt HI? 
Restricts 
Access HI? 
Supports 
J2ME? 
Embedded GPS 
exposed? Supports NI? 
Restricts 
Access NI? 
Yes Yes No Yes No N/A 
 
Note:  Only BREW LBS applications or RIM Blackberry devices are supported for 3rd party 
software development. 
Developer website:  http://developer.alltel.com 
T-Mobile 
Suppo
rt HI? 
Restricts 
Access HI? 
Supports 
J2ME? 
Embedded GPS 
exposed? Supports NI? 
Restricts 
Access NI? 
No N/A Yes No* No N/A 
 
Note:  LBS still closed to 3rd party developers.  No direct developer support.   
Only RIM Blackberry 8800 has embedded GPS. 
Developer website: N/A 
HI = Handset-initiated location requests by 3rd party applications 
NI = Network-initiated location requests by 3rd party applications 
(*) Unlocked GSM devices w/ embedded autonomous GPS may be available through other vendors outside of the 
U.S. market 
All information current as of 11/16/2007 
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Capabilities of cellular providers have progressed rapidly over the last few years.  A 
general evaluation of cellular networks’ features is shown in Table 5.  Each U.S. cellular 
carrier is at a different stage of network deployment.  A comparison of the various cellular 
network technologies deployed by the major U.S. cellular carriers is shown in Table 6.   
Table 5 - Cellular Data Networks 
  1G 2G 2.5G 3G 3.5G 4G and Beyond 
Technology AMPS 
GSM, 
CDMA, 
iDEN 
GPRS, 
1xRTT, 
EDGE 
UMTS, 
1xEV-DO 
HSDPA 
(upgrade for 
UMTS), 
1xEV-DV 
WiMax, LTE 
Speeds n/a Less than 20Kbps 
30Kbps to 
90Kbps 
144Kbps to 
2Mbps 
384Kbps to 
14.4Mbps 
100Mbps to 
1Gbps 
Features 
for single 
user 
Analog 
(voice 
only) 
Voice; 
SMS; 
conference 
calls; caller 
ID; push to 
talk 
MMS; 
image; Web 
browsing; 
short 
audio/video 
clips; 
games, 
applications, 
and ring 
tone 
downloads 
Full-motion 
video; 
streaming 
music, 3D 
gaming; 
faster Web 
browsing 
On-demand 
video; video 
conferencing 
High-quality 
streaming 
video; high-
quality video 
conferencing; 
Voice-over-
IP telephony 
When discussing handset-initiated location requests and software running on handheld 
devices, the focus is on traditional mobile phones owned by the majority of consumer 
wireless subscribers.  Larger PDA devices such as Palm Treos, RIM Blackberries, and 
devices running Windows Mobile platforms are excluded from this group of devices 
because they represent a smaller segment of the wireless device market and are much more 
expensive than the widely used cell phones.  Proprietary development environments are 
also necessary for Palm, RIM, and Windows Mobile platforms (50), (51).  RIM Blackberry 
and Palm devices support J2ME applications through some modifications in their 
respective proprietary IDEs. Currently, Windows Mobile does not support the J2ME 
platform.  This research project focused primarily on devices that support the J2ME 
platform and can easily run J2ME applications developed using open IDEs for Java such as 
Netbeans or Eclipse (52), (53).  
To facilitate development of J2ME applications, Sun Microsystems provides a generic 
software J2ME emulator known as the Sun Java Wireless Toolkit for CLDC that runs 
MIDP and CLDC-compliant applications in a desktop environment (54).  Support for 
additional APIs defined by JSRs is included in the emulators allowing software developers 
to develop and test J2ME applications without necessarily installing them on an actual 
device.  There is no substitution for field-testing any application, particularly those with 
LBS.  Emulators do provide a simple method of testing the basic functionality of a MIDlet, 
which is a J2ME application.  
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Table 6 - Cellular Network Technologies by Carrier  
Cellular Data Networks for Mobile Phones 
Cellular 
Carrier Network Type 
Network 
Classification 
Avg. 
Download 
Speed 
Burst 
Download 
Speed 
Avg. 
Upload 
Speed 
Burst 
Upload 
Speed 
Alltel 
CDMA 
(1xRTT) 2G 
40-
70Kbps 144Kbps 
~40-
70Kbps ~144Kbps 
http://www.alltel.com/business/enhanced/mobilelink.html 
EV-DO 3G 400-700Kbps 2.4MB 
~40-
60Kbps 100Kbps 
http://www.alltel.com/business/enhanced/mobilelink.html 
AT&T 
Wireless 
(formerly 
Cingular) 
GPRS 2.5G ~25-35Kbps ~90Kbps 
~25-
35Kbps ~90Kbps 
http://www.cingular.com/sbusiness/data_connect 
EDGE 2.5G 70-135Kbps 200Kbps 
~70-
135Kbps ~200Kbps 
http://www.cingular.com/sbusiness/data_connect 
UMTS/HSDPA 
(in 
deployment) 
3G 400-700Kbps ~1.8Mbps 
~220-
320Kbps ~384Kbps 
http://www.wireless.att.com/businesscenter/built-for-business/network.jsp?WT.svl=calltoaction  
Nextel 
iDEN 2G 56Kbps 56Kbps 56Kbps 56Kbps 
http://coverage.sprintpcs.com/IMPACT.jsp?PCode=vanity:coverage 
Sprint 
(now 
Sprint-
Nextel) 
CDMA 
(1xRTT) 2G 
60-
80Kbps 144Kbps 
~60-
80Kbps ~144Kbps 
http://coverage.sprintpcs.com/IMPACT.jsp?PCode=vanity:coverage 
EV-DO 3G 400-700Kbps 2MB 
40-
70Kbps ~100Kbps 
EV-DO Rev. A  3G 600Kbps-1.4mbps ~3.1Mbps 
350Kbps-
500Kbps ~1.8Mbps 
http://coverage.sprintpcs.com/IMPACT.jsp?PCode=vanity:coverage 
T-Mobile 
GPRS 2.5G 20-35Kbps ~56Kbps 
~20-
35Kbps ~56Kbps 
http://www.t-mobile.com/plans/default.asp?tab=internet 
UMTS/HSDPA 
(status 
unknown) 
3G ~400-700Kbps ~1.8Mbps 
~220-
320Kbps ~384Kbps 
http://www.t-mobile.com/plans/default.asp?tab=internet 
Verizon 
Wireless 
CDMA 
(1xRTT) 2G 
60-
80Kbps 144Kbps 
~60-
80Kbps ~144Kbps 
http://b2b.vzw.com/broadband/coveragearea.html 
EV-DO 3G 400-700Kbps 2MB 
40-
6~Kbps 100Kbps 
EV-DO Rev. A 3G 600-1.4Mbps ~3.1Mbps 
500-
800kbps ~1.8Mbps 
http://b2b.vzw.com/broadband/coveragearea.html 
~ = Approximate speed based on network technology,  
actual speed was not documented by carrier 
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Sprint-Nextel iDEN Network 
The Sprint-Nextel iDEN network (formerly Nextel iDEN network) was the first 
commercial cellular network in the U.S. to expose location-based services capabilities to 
third party application developers. Additionally, as of November 2007, Sprint-Nextel’s 
iDEN network was the only cellular network to allow free and open access for handset-
initiated location requests on devices with embedded GPS. (Note: This does not include 
international GSM devices with autonomous GPS that do not require network resources, 
since these devices can be used on U.S. GSM networks without carrier knowledge.)  Any 
software developer can create and test J2ME applications compliant with MIDP 2.0 and 
CLDC 1.1 specifications on Motorola iDEN handsets without restriction or required 
permission.  All Motorola iDEN models released from the i860 up to and including the 
most recent i880 iDEN model also support the standardized JSR179 Location API. 
Nextel phones utilize an A-GPS method as well as a Cell-ID method for position 
determination (55).  Either method can be requested specifically by the application through 
input to the JSR179 API.  Under normal operation, if a highly accurate A-GPS fix is 
requested but a position cannot be determined using GPS, the Cell-ID location information 
will be returned instead.  For the Nextel iDEN network, the actual physical geographic 
location of the cell phone tower is returned instead of the position of the center of the 
serving cell, which can potentially differ depending on the area of coverage in relation to 
the tower position.  Positioning is possible when the iDEN network is not available by 
using autonomous GPS.   
Networking support through Java is also important for location-aware applications so they 
can transfer location and other data back to a server to enable features such as real-time 
tracking.  While the J2ME MIDP 2.0 specification requires only HTTP to be supported so 
that a device is certified as MIDP 2.0-compliant, iDEN phones support Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP), Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) (secure version of TCP), User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP),  Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol over Secure Socket Layer (HTTPS) through J2ME, thus giving software 
developers many options to choose the protocol that best fits their application (56).  Many 
iDEN phones released since the i870 support the JSR172 J2ME Web Services 
Specification API, which allows the device to directly access and utilize web services 
using Simple Object Access Protocol and XML to enable distributed applications (58), 
(60).  
For position data to be transferred from the cell phone to a server, a data plan is required.  
An unlimited data plan is preferred so that there is an upper limit on the cost incurred by 
the subscriber.  An unlimited data plan can be added to any Nextel iDEN plan for $10 per 
month. 
Sprint-Nextel CDMA Network 
Sprint-Nextel’s CDMA network (formerly Sprint PCS CDMA network) is second in the 
U.S. only to the iDEN network in terms of longevity of LBS for consumers.  In the past, 
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Sprint CDMA devices have not had certain advanced software capabilities such as support 
for JSR179 and multitasking Java virtual machines that were common on iDEN devices.  
However, handsets exhibiting these features released in early 2007 for the Sprint CDMA 
network promise to push LBS to the next level on this particular platform and even surpass 
iDEN LBS capabilities.   
Sprint CDMA devices support CLDC 1.1 and MIDP 2.0 compliant J2ME applications.  All 
cell phone models released since the Sanyo 7050 in early 2007 have shown increasing 
levels of LBS support that rival iDEN handsets, including capabilities for simultaneous 
execution of J2ME applications referred to as Multi-Tasking Virtual Machines (MVM), 
and support of JSR179 Location API 1.0.  MVM devices allow J2ME application to 
continue executing in the background while minimized, which is an important trait for 
many LBS applications such as TAD.  It appears that all Sprint CDMA devices released 
after early 2007 will support both JSR179 and MVM.   
Sprint exposes multiple types of location fixes to software running on the mobile phone 
through JSR179 including CellID, Advanced Forward Link Trilateration (AFLT), Assisted 
GPS, and Autonomous GPS (61).  Cell-ID, also referred to as Cell Sector on the Sprint-
Nextel CDMA network, is defined as the center of the area of cellular coverage that is 
currently serving the device.  The geographic location of the cell tower with which the 
phone is currently communicating is also exposed to applications through proprietary 
Sprint extensions.  All positioning technologies are enabled by the gpsOne chipset in 
Qualcomm CDMA devices (62).  TAD utilizes the assisted GPS and autonomous GPS 
capabilities of Sprint phones to provide real-time location-based services to the transit 
rider. 
Data service, including TCP, SSL (secure version of TCP), UDP, HTTP, and HTTPS, is 
also exposed to J2ME applications on the handset.  A compatible SSL digital certificate 
must be purchased from VeriSign for an annual fee of $499 to enable secure 
communications between the cell phone and server via SSL or HTTPS.  A digital 
certificate can be used for many applications in a single company.  For data 
communication initiated by a server (i.e., push communication to the phone), server 
sockets are available on the phone for applications to listen to incoming communications 
on a particular port.  However, while data can be operable when roaming on different 
CDMA networks, data services are not guaranteed while roaming.   
As with most cellular providers today that require the full use of the communication 
channel for voice when a call is active (i.e., Voice-Over-IP is not yet utilized), a data and 
voice session cannot exist simultaneously.  Therefore, if the user is on a phone call, data 
will not be sent to the server.  Also, if data are being sent very frequently to the server (i.e., 
a location fix every four seconds), incoming calls to the cell phone may be blocked and 
may go directly to voicemail.  Therefore, the application executing on the cell phone must 
intelligently manage GPS data transmissions to servers in order to avoid interference with 
normal cell phone voice communications.  As cell phone carriers move towards IP 
Multimedia Subsystems (IMS) and IP-based voice communication over the next few years, 
this limitation will disappear and voice and data sessions will be able to coexist.   
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For position data to be transferred from the cell phone to a server, a data plan is required.  
As noted in the section on the IDEN network, an unlimited data plan is preferred so there 
is an upper limit on the cost incurred by the subscriber.  An unlimited data plan can be 
added to any Sprint CDMA plan for $15 per month. 
AT&T  
AT&T, formerly Cingular, is a GSM U.S. cellular provider. AT&T announced its plans to 
support location-based services to third-party application developers in early 2007 (63).  
As of early 2008, AT&T’s network is still closed to application developers that want to 
develop location-based services for commercially available, consumer-level mobile 
phones.  Multiple requests were made to AT&T to supply additional information about 
their LBS platform and to allow access for prototype TAD application testing, but no 
response was received by the research team.   
Alltel 
Alltel is a U.S. CDMA cellular carrier. It uses devices with Qualcomm chipsets that run 
the BREW platform for the majority of their commercially available mobile phones.  Alltel 
provides few developer resources outside of Qualcomm’s BREW resources and, therefore, 
the application developer is restricted to the BREW operating system (OS) for application 
development.  BREW is not capable of running multithreaded applications, but does 
support cooperative multitasking (64).  However, the absence of multithreading and J2ME 
severely limits the possibilities of producing an effective, portable LBS tracking 
application for consumers on the Alltel network.   
The research team contacted Alltel through their developer website at 
http://developer.alltel.com several times for additional information related to LBS on the 
Alltel network, but did not receive a reply.  The fact that Sprint, also a CDMA carrier 
utilizing Qualcomm technology, has significant support for location-based J2ME 
applications on its platform indicates that it is possible for Alltel to support similar 
applications, if desired.  However, as of June 2008, Alltel is closed to any such 
applications. 
It should be noted that RIM Blackberry, Windows Mobile, and Palm OS devices are not 
included in this grouping since they are not BREW OS devices, and the specifications of 
these devices will dictate their capabilities.   
Verizon Wireless 
Like Alltel, Verizon Wireless is a U.S. CDMA cellular carrier that primarily uses devices 
with Qualcomm chipsets that run the BREW platform.  Verizon Wireless provides few 
resources on their website (http://www.vzwdevelopers.com/) outside of Qualcomm’s 
BREW resources.  As previously stated, the absence of multithreading and J2ME severely 
limits the possibilities of producing an effective, portable LBS tracking application for 
consumers on the Verizon Wireless network.  It is possible for Verizon Wireless, if 
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desired, to support similar J2ME applications.  However, as of June 2008, Verizon 
Wireless is closed to any such applications.   
As was the case for Alltel, RIM Blackberry, Windows Mobile, and Palm OS devices are 
not included in this grouping since they are not BREW OS devices, and the specifications 
of these devices dictate their capabilities. As of June 2008, all devices on these platforms 
on the Verizon Wireless network require an external GPS unit with a Bluetooth™ 
interface. 
In late 2007, Verizon announced that, by late 2008, it will allow open access to any device 
and application on its network (65).  However, the meaning of open access is debatable 
and has not yet been clarified by Verizon.  Therefore, at this time it is unknown how this 
announcement will affect application developers and their ability to produce applications 
for Verizon Wireless customers (66). 
T-Mobile 
T-Mobile, a GSM U.S. cellular provider, provides no developer support on its current 
website.  Therefore, developers must consult individual device manufacturers regarding 
development on their particular platform.   
As with AT&T, it is possible to use unlocked GSM devices (i.e., international cell phones 
not dedicated to a U.S. cellular carrier) on T-Mobile’s network.  Access to autonomous 
GPS information from J2ME applications is possible on these devices and is dictated by 
the device manufacturer’s specifications.  However, these unlocked GSM devices are rare, 
expensive, and not officially supported by T-Mobile.  Network dependant location 
features, including assisted GPS, Cell-ID, or cell signal trilateration, will not function on 
these devices while operating on U.S. cellular carrier network. 
3.3.1 FCC Wireless Spectrum Auction Results 
The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) held an auction in early 2008 to license 
the wireless spectrum that will be abandoned as television is changed from an analog to a 
digital broadcast.  The primary bidders in this auction were wireless telecommunications 
companies, although Google joined in an effort to further its penetration into the mobile 
technology world.  The auction concluded on March 20, 2008 with Verizon and AT&T 
gaining the most wireless spectrum.   
However, the most significant result was a benefit for mobile application developers.  The 
auction’s bidding surpassed the threshold set by the FCC that will require the licensees to 
allow “all devices and all applications” on any network in the specified spectrum (67).  
This requirement will help future cellular networks to become more open and allow 
applications such as TAD to function on any mobile phone, and on any wireless service 
provider.  Such mobile applications could easily be downloaded to the mobile phone by 
using the phone’s internet browser to click on a website link in similar way that 
applications are downloaded to traditional desktop computers. 
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3.4 Discussion 
Based on the review conducted by the research team, the following function requirements 
or capabilities were defined as necessary for the TAD system. 
3.4.1 Positioning Technology  
Since highly accurate position information is a requirement for providing alerts to the 
transit rider at the appropriate time, assisted GPS should be utilized as the primary 
positioning technology.  Autonomous GPS can be utilized as a fallback positioning 
technology when assisted GPS is not available, but autonomous GPS will not be as reliable 
as assisted GPS. 
3.4.2 Form-Factor 
 Commercially available GPS-enabled mobile phones should be used as the all-in-one 
device that executes the TAD software.  Mobile phones are the least expensive, and 
potentially the easiest to deploy programmable platform that includes a highly accurate 
positioning technology as well as real-time wireless communication. 
3.4.3 Method to Retrieve Location Data  
Handset-initiated location requests should be utilized for the TAD system, which requires 
software that will execute on-board the mobile phone.  Handset-initiated location requests 
have an extremely low latency between the position request and response.  Therefore, the 
TAD software can make instantaneous decisions based on real-time position information 
and alert the transit rider at the appropriate time. 
3.4.4 Portability 
 J2ME was selected as the mobile software development platform since it is the most 
established and least proprietary platform available for mobile phones.  The standard 
defined for J2ME to access location data, JSR179 Location API, should be utilized for 
access to position information. 
3.4.5 Coexistence of TAD with Mobile Phone Functionality 
Since TAD will be installed on a device owned by the end user and utilized for other 
functions such as phone calls, care must be taken to ensure TAD does not interfere with 
normal mobile phone operations.  J2ME platforms must support an MVM to allow TAD to 
function in the background when minimized. Intelligent utilization of network resources 
must be implemented in mobile TAD software. The TAD user should have an unlimited 
data plan to avoid extensive costs to the end user. Smart power management techniques 
must be implemented in TAD software to avoid severe impact on battery resources. UDP 
was selected as the data transfer protocol for location updates due to its lightweight design. 
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3.4.6 Interoperability and Forwards-Compatibility 
Java Enterprise Edition 5 (Java EE5) was chosen as the primary development platform for 
server-side components, with server-side functions being exposed via web services for 
universal access. Within J2ME, CLDC 1.1 (lightweight version of Connected Device 
Configuration (CDC), MIDP 2.0 (predecessor to MIDP 3.0), JSR179 Location API 
(predecessor to JSR293 Location API 2.0) were targeted for development to ensure 
forwards compatibility with the future evolution of the J2ME platform. 
The next chapter presents how these criteria were incorporated into the design concept of 
the TAD system to meet functionality requirements. 
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CHAPTER 4 -  TAD SYSTEM DESIGN 
The TAD system is a software communication architecture that enables GPS-enabled 
mobile phones to provide end-user travel services to the person carrying the phone.  For 
the initial phase of TAD development, three main services were targeted for 
implementation: the delivery of real-time auditory prompts to the transit rider via the cell 
phone informing them when they should request a stop (Figure 7); the delivery of an alert 
to the rider, caretaker, and travel trainer if the rider deviates from their expected route; and 
a web page that allows travel trainers and caretakers to create new itineraries for transit 
riders as well as allow monitoring of real-time rider location. 
 
Figure 7 - Travel Assistant Device Concept 
 
In the TAD system design, there were three primary goals: 
 
1) Make the system low-cost and widely accessible. 
This involves using off-the-shelf, consumer-grade, GPS-enabled cell phones for a 
compact, inexpensive, all-in-one solution.  Also, standards-based solutions will be 
used to allow interoperability on multiple platforms (i.e., different cell phones and 
cellular carriers).  In addition, open-source solutions will be used when possible to 
reduce implementation and management costs to transit agencies.  Finally, the 
software will be forward compatible with future mobile devices to minimize future 
development costs. 
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2) Make the architecture modular so system components can be reused when possible 
and new features can be easily added in future versions. 
Web services will be used to allow the TAD systems to operate in heterogeneous 
computing environments on multiple platforms and operating systems.  System 
entities are encapsulated so that elements (i.e., database server) may be exchanged 
without disrupting the entire system. 
3) Provide a reliable service tailored to transit riders with special needs. 
A simple, uncluttered user interface is provided for the user.  To avoid confusion, 
only two auditory announcements (“Get ready” and “Pull the cord now!”) are used.  
The phone also will vibrate to alert the user when to request a stop. 
4.1 TAD Server-Client Model 
To accomplish these goals, flexible, modular and easily portable software architecture 
would have to be established, including software that executes on the cell phone, a server, 
and a web client to implement a web page.  The TAD system architecture is shown in 
Figure 8.  The Java programming language was chosen to implement this system, since it 
provides platforms for the desktop (Java 2 Standard Edition, or J2SE), mobile phone (Java 
2 Micro Edition, or J2ME), and server (Java 2 Enterprise Edition, or J2EE).  The Java 
architecture allows Java platforms to support execution of software applications written in 
Java on multiple operating systems without requiring any changes to code or recompilation 
of software, therefore providing a high degree of platform independence.  Therefore, the 
TAD server software, which provides the mobile phone with transit route information, 
could be hosted on servers with different types of operating systems (e.g. Linux, Windows) 
and the mobile phone software, which provides the notification for exiting the transit 
vehicle to the rider, can be executed on mobile phones from many different manufacturers 
without any significant changes to the software system.  The Java-based Google Web 
Toolkit (68) also creates web pages, used to monitor real-time rider location and create 
new trip itineraries for the rider, that can be accessed from different types of internet 
browsers (e.g. Internet Explorer, Firefox) running on different operating systems (e.g. 
Linux, Windows).  Utilizing the Java programming on all platforms reduces development 
time since the code can be reused.  J2ME is deployed on billions of devices, and, therefore, 
is currently the best platform for reaching as many mobile devices as possible (45). 
To support a modular design, web services were utilized as the interface between client 
and server-side software.  Web services provide a well-defined interface by which a client 
application can request a service that is executed server-side and have a result returned to 
the client application.   
Extensible Markup Language (XML) is used to format the data passed to and from the 
server, and SOAP is the protocol used to exchange XML between the client and server.  
SOAP can be implemented using any networking protocol, but it is most often used on top 
of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) due to the near universal use of HTTP.  Since 
HTTP, SOAP, and XML are independent of any programming language, web services  
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Figure 8 - Travel Assistant Device System Architecture 
allow the exchange of data in heterogeneous environments where the communicating 
entities may be implemented in completely different languages or running on different 
computing platforms or operating systems.  This architecture also allows the addition of 
new server-side components that may be implemented in programming languages other 
than Java, thus extending the potential for future capabilities.  Additionally, the 
implementation of a web service is completely independent of the client making the 
request. 
Cell phone access to web services is implemented via Java API for XML-Based Remote 
Procedure Calls (JAX-RPC), defined for J2ME in “Java Specification Request (JSR) 172:  
J2ME Web Services Specification” (58).  If a cell phone’s J2ME environment supports 
JSR172, it can directly access the same web services as a web or desktop client via SOAP 
and XML.  If a cell phone does not support JSR172, it can access the web services via a 
servlet proxy (as shown in Figure 8).  In this scenario, the cell phone communicates with 
the servlet proxy using the HTTP protocol, which must be supported in all Connected 
Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) 1.1 Java devices.  The servlet can, in turn, translate 
these requests to JAX-RPC or a similar web services access method to invoke the web 
service, or the servlet can implement the same functionality as the web service if located in 
the same application server instance.  In both instances, the proxy then returns a HTTP 
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response to the phone.  Since JAX-RPC is not yet widely supported by J2ME devices, this 
method guarantees that any CLDC 1.1 J2ME device will be able to access the web service. 
4.2 TAD Web Page 
The TAD web page provides the means through which the travel trainer or caretaker/parent 
can create new trips for the individual to take via transit, and allows them to monitor the 
location of the rider in real-time if appropriate.  A flowchart of TAD web page navigation 
is shown in Figure 9, and a detailed diagram of the TAD Web Page architecture is shown 
in Figure 10. 
. 
 
Figure 9 - TAD Web Page Navigation Flowchart  
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Figure 10 - TAD Web Page Architecture 
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Figure 11 illustrates the communication protocol between the web client and the server.  
 
Figure 11 - TAD Communication Protocol between the Webpage Client and the Server 
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The TAD web page was developed using the Google Web Toolkit (68), which allows the 
development of Web 2.0 applications using Java as the development language.  Many new 
web applications, termed Web 2.0, use Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) to 
provide similar functionality to traditional desktop applications.  AJAX uses JavaScript to 
exchange small pieces of information, usually in XML, between a client and server instead 
of reloading the entire web page every time new information is presented.  By exchanging 
only small bits of information and manipulating only that part of the web page that requires 
updating, AJAX provides an enhanced web application experience that is more responsive 
and interactive but still based on real-time server updates.  AJAX provides the 
functionality to connect to TAD’s web services.  The TAD web services then access GIS 
and relational databases to retrieve and store information.  While AJAX provides unique 
web page functionality, it combines multiple technologies (e.g., JavaScript, XML, HTML, 
CSS, ASP.NET, PHP, Java Server Pages, etc.), and the learning curve for developing 
advanced AJAX applications is steep.   
Few AJAX development environments facilitate the creation of AJAX applications.  The 
Google Web Toolkit, however, allows the use of Java IDEs to develop web applications in 
Java using the traditional client-server model and remote procedure calls.  It then translates 
the client-side into JavaScript so AJAX may be used when the webpage is viewed.  This 
procedure greatly simplifies the AJAX development process since all code writing takes 
place in the Java programming language while still giving the end-user the AJAX 
experience. 
Access to the TAD web page is restricted to those with an authorized user name and 
password, as shown in Figure 12.  The user must have an administrator, travel trainer, or 
guardian role. New users must be created by an administrator. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12 - TAD Web Interface – Login Screen 
Note: The website is secured with 
 user name and password access protection. 
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The TAD web page provides the functionality for users to retrieve their password by 
providing the system with their user name and email account, as shown in Figure 13. A 
temporary password is sent to the user’s email account.  The user then has the ability to 
change the password upon logging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13 - TAD Web Interface – Password Rescue  
The TAD map shown on the web page utilizes the easy-to-use Google® Map interface 
(Figure 14). The user can easily change the current view of the map by clicking and 
dragging the map in any direction or by clicking on the four directional arrows in the upper 
left-hand corner of the map. Double-clicking on a point on the map will automatically 
center the map on that location. Zooming in or out is performed by clicking on the plus (+) 
or minus (-) buttons just below the four directional arrows. This feature allows the 
supervisor to easily zoom in to see a very fine resolution of distance (down to a matter of 
feet) or to instantly zoom out to view conditions on a statewide, national, or even 
international scale. The map interface scales appropriately and shows information only 
relevant to the current zoom level. This feature allows the user to focus on the location 
information that is relevant, while the markers remain placed in the correct location and 
accessible at all levels.  
The TAD web page allows supervisors to track their transit riders or passengers as shown 
in Figure 14. On the upper right side of the website is a list of transit riders that indicates 
whether they are active or inactive. If a transit rider is active, a red marker will appear on 
the map showing the actual location of the user. 
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Figure 14 - TAD Web Interface – Real-Time Viewing 
Note: Clicking on the red marker allows transit trainers to identify the user as well as make 
a call or send a text message to the user’s phone. 
The user can select one of three modes to control what kind of mapping data is shown: 
Map, Satellite, and Hybrid, as shown in Figure 15.  The normal Map mode displays a 
traditional street map. This mode is useful for quickly identifying nearby streets by name. 
Satellite mode replaces the street map with photographic images taken from satellites, 
while the Hybrid mode overlays information from street maps over the satellite imagery. 
Satellite imagery allows the supervisor to quickly recognize a location in reference to 
commonly known buildings and visual landmarks. 
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Figure 15 – Hybrid, Street Map, or Satellite View Options 
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When the user clicks on the marker, a bubble appears with the user’s name and phone 
number as well as two links for enabling communication between the supervisor and the 
transit rider. Clicking on the Call link allows the supervisor to call the user through 
SkypeTM, as shown in Figure 16. In the same manner, clicking on the Text Message link 
allows the web page user to send a text message to the transit rider’s phone.  Microsoft 
Outlook can be used as an editor for this text message. 
 
  
 Figure 16 – Communication via Phone or Text Message  
from Web Interface User to Rider 
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By clicking the Call link, Skype™ Voice-Over-IP (VoIP) technology instantly connects 
the web page user to the passenger, and the cell phone will begin ringing as if it were 
receiving a normal call. The web page user can use a headset or the computer microphone 
and speakers to conduct the conversation with the cell phone user. This convenient feature 
allows the web page user to instantly call any local, long distance, or international number 
with a click of a mouse and an Internet connection required at the web page user’s PC or 
laptop. Rates for calling cell phones or landlines through the service called “SkypeOut” are 
extremely low; the current rates average around $0.021 per minute. Skype™ can be 
downloaded free at www.skype.com and must be installed on the supervisor’s computer to 
use this feature. 
While the rider is on the bus, the parent/guardian has the ability to track the rider’s current 
position through the web page.  The rider’s position is shown in real-time on the TAD web 
page and is indicated by a red marker (Figure 17).  While the rider is being monitored, the 
server keeps track of whether he or she is on the correct route and sends notification to the 
travel trainer and/or parent/guardian if the rider deviates from his or her planned route. 
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Figure 17 - TAD Web Interface –  
New trip itineraries can be created for a particular user 
The TAD web page allows travel trainers or administrators to create new trips for a 
selected user. From the current design of TAD, a trip is defined as travel from a starting 
location (e.g. home) to and ending location (e.g. work).  To create a new trip, it is 
necessary to first select the transit agency. Immediately, the bus routes available will be 
displayed on the list located on the upper right side of the website, as shown in Figure 18. 
The travel trainer or administrator chooses the desired bus route as well as the date and 
time when the trip will be taken. After selecting the trip, the route stops will be loaded into 
a map depicting the entire bus route. By clicking on the markers, an information window 
appears with comments related to the stop. The next step is to choose the bus starting and 
ending point by clicking on the appropriate bus stop plotted in the map. Finally, the trip 
creation continues with the assignment of a name for the segment and trip. A single trip 
may span more than one bus route and involve transfers between buses.  In this case, 
multiple segments within a trip would exit. 
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Existing trips can be modified by the supervisor when needed, as shown in Figure 18. This 
functionality allows supervisors to customize their passengers’ travel information 
according to their needs. Segments related to the trip can either be added or deleted. Trips 
already created by the supervisor can also be deleted; the existing segments related to the 
trip must first be deleted, and then the selected trip can be deleted. Furthermore, new 
segments can be added to an existing trip by the supervisor. By clicking on the Add 
Segment button, a view similar to the new trip creation will appear, as shown in Figure 19. 
The new segment is added in the same manner a segment is created in the trip creation 
functionality. 
 
Figure 18 - TAD Web Interface –  
 Existing trip itineraries can be edited using the website 
Selecting a trip will cause the stops related to the starting and ending trip locations to 
appear in the map. In the same way, when selecting a segment, the stops related to the 
starting and ending points will appear. By clicking on the markers, an information window 
will appear with some comments related to the stop location.  
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Figure 19 - TAD Web Interface –  
Segments can be added to an existing trip. 
Other functionalities are available in the TAD web page through the File and Manage User 
menus, which are visible at the top of the main TAD real-time tracking screen. The File 
menu allows the user to change personal information and account password, as well as log 
out of the TAD web page. The Manage Users menu allows the administrator to create or 
edit a user and assign passengers to a supervisor. 
Users can be created by an administrator, who enters the information necessary to create 
the user profile, as shown in Figure 20. As soon as the user is able to log in to the TAD 
web page, he/she will be able to update his/her personal information, as well as change 
his/her password, as shown in Figure 21 and 22. These functionalities allow personal 
information to be edited and updated securely by providing the option to change the 
password. 
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Figure 20 - TAD Web Interface –  
TAD web page allows the creation of new users. 
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Figure 21 - TAD Web Interface –  
Account information can be updated. 
 
 
 
Figure 22 - TAD Web Interface –  
Account password can be updated. 
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The TAD web page provides four roles that can be assigned to users according to their 
needs:  administrator, travel trainer, guardian, and transit rider. The roles define a set of 
privileges associated with the user’s account. For example, only users who have the role of 
administrator can edit user information and manage accounts.  Only users with travel 
trainer, administrator, or guardian roles can log into the website to view the real-time 
position of the transit riders that are assigned to them.  Only users with the role of travel 
trainer or administrator can create trips for a transit rider.  Only users with a transit rider 
role can use the TAD application on the mobile phone.  The Edit Existing User screen 
shown in Figure 23 shows a list of the existing users on the left side of the website. When a 
user is selected from this list, the roles that have already been assigned will appear on the 
Current Roles of Selected User list, located on the right side of the website. The roles that 
are in this list can be removed.  Note that a single user may be given multiple roles.  For 
example, if a user is given a travel trainer and a transit rider role, they are able to create 
their own trips on the website and use the TAD mobile phone application to travel via 
transit. 
 
Figure 23 - TAD Web Interface –  
Possible roles assigned to users. 
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The TAD web page also manages the assignment of passengers to travel trainers and/or 
parents/guardians. Travel trainers and parents/guardians can view the real-time location of 
and create trips for only the transit riders who are assigned to them.  As shown in Figure 
24, users with a role of supervisor, administrator, guardian, or travel trainer appear on the 
list located on the left. To assign a transit rider to a supervisor, it is necessary to first select 
the supervisor, then the user to be assigned, and finally click the Assign Transit Rider 
button. As a result, the transit rider assigned will then appear on the list located on the 
right. 
 
Figure 24 - TAD Web Interface –  
Users can be assigned to a supervisor. 
4.3 TAD Cell Phone Application 
The TAD cell phone application is the primary interface to the transit rider and is 
responsible for providing the transit rider with alerts at the proper place and time.  The 
TAD phone software is able to communicate with the database server to retrieve data such 
as users, transit route and stop information, and custom defined trips.  Using wireless 
communication, the cell phone application logs the user into the TAD system and requests 
information on the transit route he or she will be traveling.  For ease of use, the user is 
required only to log into the system the first time the application is used.  Thereafter, the 
information is saved on the cell phone, and the user will automatically be logged in and 
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screen B is displayed allowing the user to choose a previously created trip, as shown in 
Figure 25.  The list of trips (Screen B in Figure 25) shows the descriptions for each trip 
entered on the website at the initial trip creation by the travel trainer or caretaker/parent.  
Once the transit rider chooses the trip he or she will be traveling, the phone automatically 
retrieves all relevant information for the segments included in the trip (i.e., bus stops, 
routes, etc.).  The cell phone next reveals a screen with a green or red square along with the 
distance to the next stopping point (Screen C in Figure 25).   
Figure 25 – TAD Cell Phone User Interface 
If the square remains green, the cell phone should reliably provide the stop alert to the 
transit rider, and they will receive the notification when appropriate.  If, however, the GPS 
signal fades due to obstructions such as overpasses or nearby tall buildings, the square will 
turn red and a warning beep announces to the user that he or she will not receive a 
notification when he/she nears the stop.  If the cell phone maintains connectivity and 
continues to calculate an accurate GPS position, the user interface will display a distance 
countdown to the next stop along with the green square illustrating that TAD is working 
properly.  After discussions with Mark Sheppard, professional travel trainer for HART 
(Hillsborough Area Rapid Transit), the researchers learned that approximately 80 percent 
of HART’s travel trainees have some kind of cognitive disability.  Therefore, it was 
decided to utilize two stop reminders for individuals having cognitive disabilities; when 
the rider is approximately 300 meters away from his/her goal stop, the TAD announces 
“Get ready” twice.  When it reaches 160 meters, it announces “Pull the cord now!” and the 
cell phone vibrates and shows the same message on the screen (Screen D in Figure 25).  In 
the future, TAD could also be modified to incorporate different types of alerts tailored for 
individuals who are sight or hearing-impaired. 
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This announcement will continue until the rider confirms they have exited the vehicle by 
pressing a cell phone key.  If another travel segment exists, the cell phone user interface 
will display screen C again and repeat the process for subsequent segments.  Once the 
traveler has completed the last segment, the phone will display Screen B again, where the 
traveler can simply close the phone or choose to exit the program.  
The software architecture of the TAD mobile application as it relates to the J2ME 
architecture is shown in Figure 26.  Since the real-time user position is of vital importance 
to the system, the check for proximity of the device to the upcoming bus stop position must 
be performed in real-time on the cell phone.  The cell phone J2ME application utilizes the 
JSR179 Location API (46) to gather location information from the device.  TAD uses 
assisted GPS provided by the embedded GPS chip in the cell phone.  One of the unknown 
variables was the GPS signal quality that could be expected inside a moving transit 
vehicle.  (For a full analysis, see (41).)  In phase 1 of TAD implementation, proximity 
detection was performed as a geo-fencing operation using the device.  This allowed the cell 
phone to work autonomously from the server in the event communication was lost while 
the rider was on the bus.  Future work will focus on implementing more robust and reliable 
stop detection mechanisms using Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL).  
 
Figure 26 - Software Architecture for TAD Mobile Application  
 as Related to J2ME Architecture 
= Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME)
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= TAD Application
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While web services use connection-oriented communications that expect an immediate 
response such as retrieving transit route information, the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is 
used for transmitting real-time cell phone location data to the server.  UDP is a 
connectionless protocol that is useful for communications where timeliness of data is more 
important than its reliability (58).    If a single UDP packet is lost, it is not critical since 
more UDP packets with updated locations will follow.  UDP allows the mobile phone to 
rapidly transmit location data at a rate of up to one GPS location per second without 
requiring a lengthy acknowledgement and possible retransmission process for each packet 
as required by the TCP protocol.  Therefore, UDP saves battery power through reduced 
transmissions while allowing the mobile device to transmit location information in a timely 
manner, (41).  
Figure 27 - Components of the TAD Mobile Phone Application shows the main 
components of the TAD mobile application and their interactions.  MIDlet is the main 
class of the project.  It is responsible for providing phone specific functions, controls the 
GUI and the phone specific functions inherited from J2ME library, such as Vibration and 
Lighting control of the phone.   All of the GUI interaction is handled through the MIDlet. 
The Location Listener is responsible for listening to GPS coordinates at a predefined 
interval and updating the navigation service provider with these new coordinates.  If the 
Navigation State Machine is enabled, the interval for the GPS updates is dependent on the 
distance to the target location. 
The Communicator is responsible for sending data to the server using UDP transmission as 
well as communicating using Servlets for tasks such as logging in, getting services, and 
segments.   It features an ability to buffer the UDP data to save battery life. 
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Figure 27 - Components of the TAD Mobile Phone Application  
Navigation Service Provider (NSP) is responsible for accurately navigating the service and 
alerting the rider about the stop based on the data passed to it through Location Listener.  
Every time new data are passed to the NSP, it verifies that it is inside the defined trigger 
area for that specific segment and, if so, sends a proximity alert.  Only one proximity alert 
can be sent per segment.   After the alert has been fired and the rider has been notified of 
the stop, the segment is switched to the next one in the series, and the tracking continues 
based on the new segment data.  NSP is also responsible for loading services and segments 
when selected by the user through GUI, switching segments for multi-segment trips and 
counting the distance traveled by the user on each specific segment. 
The Navigation Service Listener (NSL) is alerted by NSP to play different kinds of alerts.  
It uses a generic Audio Player class to play recorded audio alerts as well as phone-specific 
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lighting and vibration functions.   When the proximity alert is sent from the NSP, the NSL 
plays the appropriate user notification and stops when the user confirms receipt by pressing 
a button on the phone. 
4.4 TAD Mobile Application Optimizations 
Several application features were implemented to improve application performance, 
provide a longer battery life, or give the users and administrators useful information about 
the traveling habits of riders.  These are UDP Buffering, Navigation State Machine, the 
critical point algorithm, and distance calculation systems. 
4.4.1 UDP Buffering 
UDP buffering saves the battery life and bandwidth used by the phone by using a buffer on 
UDP transmissions.  The system waits until a certain number of location updates have been 
stored in the buffer and then proceeds to send them in one transmission sequence to the 
server.  The size of the buffer is set by the application developer.  By sending location 
updates in groups, the application avoids over-occupying the communication channel and 
preventing incoming phone calls from ringing at the handset.  There is a trade-off between 
buffering and real-time rider monitoring at the website.  Buffering more fixes results in 
more phone calls reaching the handset and less battery power consumption.  However, the 
server will receive updates on the device position only every (X multiplied by interval) 
seconds, where X is the number of fixes buffered and interval is the position update 
interval being used by the mobile phone. 
4.4.2 Navigation State Machine 
Navigation State Machine was created to improve the accuracy and battery performance of 
the TAD application.  This state machine switches the phone’s GPS position calculation 
interval depending on the phone’s current distance from the final bus stop.   For example, 
if the phone is more than 10 kilometers away from the bus stop, the state machine sets its 
GPS refresh rate to 60 seconds.  The closer the phone gets to the bus stop, the faster it 
refreshes its location.  At 400 meters, the phone goes into its minimum interval mode, 
which is a refresh of a GPS fix every one second.   
The state machine concept also can be used outside of the real-time navigation scenario for 
tracking the rider when they are not onboard the bus.  In this situation, the GPS interval is 
increased when position attempts fail and decreased when position attempts are successful.  
This behavior prevents the battery power of the device from being drained when repeated 
unsuccessful positioning attempts are made (e.g., when the phone is indoors).  Detailed 
information about the state machine concept is documented in the TRAC-IT Phase 3 Final 
Report (42). 
4.4.3 Critical Point Detection 
When GPS data are recorded frequently by the mobile phone, a large amount of data that 
are not necessary to reconstruct a transit rider’s trip is generated.  Examples of unnecessary 
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data include GPS points collected when the phone is not moving and multiple GPS points 
that create a straight line.  The data that are needed to reconstruct a user’s travel path are 
referred to as critical points.  A critical point for the TAD system is defined as a GPS fix 
that occurs when a traveler changes direction by more than a certain threshold.  To ensure 
that directional changes are not calculated due to readings that are inaccurate within the 
accuracy uncertainty limit, fixes are assessed only if the corresponding speed reported is 
greater than a speed threshold.  The first and last points of every segment also are 
considered critical.  These techniques comprise a critical point detection algorithm (Patent 
Pending USF, 2008) that has been integrated into the TAD system software. 
One of the primary benefits of critical point detection is a reduction in the number of 
wireless transmissions from the phone to the server, complementing the implementation of 
the buffer.  This reduction of transmissions results in reduced bandwidth usage as well as 
significant battery power savings.  Figure 28 shows a simulation of a brief walking trip on 
Google Maps with all the UDP data points plotted in the left picture of the figure.  As can 
be easily seen by examination of the route, several of the points hold information that, for 
the purposes of overall trip analysis, can be extracted to form a much smaller data set.   
The picture on the right side of Figure 28  shows the same trip with only the critical points 
displayed.  The general route of the trip, the time of travel, and the key events (such as 
stopping and changing direction) all remain intact, although only one-third of the 
transmitted data were necessary to obtain them.  When real-time tracking is taking place, a 
trade-off exists between reporting fewer locations to the server and saving energy versus 
transmitting all fixes and always seeing the real-time position of the transit rider.  Detailed 
information about the critical point algorithm can be found in TRAC-IT Phase 3 Final 
Report (42). 
 
Figure 28 - Trip with all GPS Points (left)  vs. Critical Points (right) 
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4.5 TAD Server Applications 
The server-side software consists of several applications that work together to provide the 
storage of transit, trip, and user information, as well as provide the services of detecting 
when the user unexpectedly deviates from the planned route.  A PostGIS database server 
that performs spatial queries is used to store the geographic information associated with the 
transit routes, and a Microsoft SQL Server is used to store all other information (69).  
Glassfish was chosen as the primary Java application server that implements the web 
services and servlets and hosts the web page (70).  A detailed diagram of the 
communication that occurs between the phone and the server during an active TAD session 
is shown in Figure 29. Figure 30 shows the components of the Java application server 
software. 
Once the transit rider is traveling on a route, his/her position is reported to the server in 
real-time.  When the travel trainer initially creates the rider’s trip on the web page, a 
custom geo-fence is automatically defined around the planned route.  The rider’s position 
is checked in real-time against the sequence of routes the rider has chosen to travel.  
Therefore, the system is fully programmable based on the input from the website and the 
trip chosen by the rider’s cell phone. 
The UDP Receiver is responsible for listening for the location data sent from the phone 
using UDP protocol.  When data are received, it is parsed, and the phone session to which 
the data belongs is updated on the server. 
The Phone Session Manager (PSM) handles all of the sessions; the specific list of 
functionality is shown in Figure 30.  PSM is responsible for creating new sessions, 
removing sessions, retrieving the sessions based on object and session ID, and loading 
crashed and expired phone sessions. 
One of PSM’s important features is to handle crashes of the server/phone.  When the 
server crashes and restarts, the PSM automatically loads all sessions that were active 
before the crash.  If the phone crashes or loses signal, its session will expire after a 
predefined period.  However, when the phone regains signal or restarts, the PSM will load 
the expired session for that specific phone/user and the data will continue being recorded in 
the same session. 
Inside the CUTR Utilities section, many classes implement various functionalities of the 
TAD project.   Rider Location Detection is one of TAD’s safety features; it includes Point 
in Buffer, Trip Detector, SMTP Notification, and Route Detector classes that use a 
combination of geographical libraries (Post GIS) and Java Mail to detect the user’s current 
location and notify the guardian if the user deviates from the designated route.  The GIS 
data for all routes is pre-loaded into the PostgreSQL database from the shape files provided 
by the transit agency.   Every time the UDP receiver gets a new location update for a 
specific session, it is referenced through the database to determine if the rider is on his/her 
correct route.  If not, an alert is sent to the designated email addresses for the travel trainer 
and/or parent/guardian. 
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An important server-side module is a transit schedule update application.  Since changes to 
bus schedules, routes, and bus stops can be frequent, it is very important for an automatic 
update procedure to be in place if TAD is to be deployed to multiple transit agencies.  The 
TAD server update application utilizes data formatted via the Google Transit Feed 
specification posted by transit agencies on their respective websites (71).  Google Transit 
is a free trip planner for transit agencies to provide to their customers as long as the transit 
agency formats its data in a specific format and keeps an updated copy of that format on its 
website.  The TAD system utilizes these same postings to update its own database, which 
enables TAD to add new transit agencies to its database or update existing transit agency 
data with the click of a button.  Since Google Transit is a free resource for transit agencies, 
this provides an incentive for the agency to keep its data current. 
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Figure 29 - TAD Protocol Overview 
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Figure 30 - Components of the TAD Application Server Software 
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CHAPTER 5 -  FIELD TESTS 
5.1 Overview 
For more than a year, TAD was continually tested by project staff using Motorola iDEN 
i870 and Motorola iDEN i580 cell phones on the Sprint-Nextel iDEN network and the 
Sanyo 7050 on the Sprint-Nextel CDMA network.  TAD was run through iterative testing, 
development, re-testing, and debugging processes while resolving technical and software 
issues that were encountered during the testing period.  To date, qualitative results indicate 
that TAD works precisely and is able to deliver notifications to the user in the exact 
location chosen on the web page by the travel trainer (73).   
In early testing with the iDEN phones, it was observed that, occasionally, the GPS signal 
was obstructed by overpasses, nearby tall buildings, or even the transit vehicle.  However, 
results from tests with the Sanyo 7050, which has a more sensitive GPS receiver chip, have 
been extremely consistent with GPS signal strength adequate to obtain a reliable position 
fix where older model cell phones were unable to do so.   
The most frequently recurring errors encountered during TAD testing were related to 
inaccurate bus stop locations in HART’s bus stop inventory.  Recently, HART updated the 
bus stop inventory by re-geo-coding all bus stop using GPS surveying units. Future TAD 
field tests utilizing that new inventory may find the error due to bus stop inaccuracy 
resolved.  
As part of the training and support provided by the STAGES program, enrolled students 
receive one-on-one travel training from HART. Some STAGES students find traveling via 
public transportation more challenging than others do, and the hope is that the TAD will 
enable these individuals to travel independently and, therefore, increase their quality of 
life.   
In anticipation of field tests being conducted by students from STAGES, several HART 
routes were selected and tested to minimize any problems with actual field-testing. Origins 
and destinations for six round trips were selected, taking care to eliminate destinations 
already familiar to students since all have previously been travel-trained on particular 
routes.  An example of one of these tests, conducted using the Sanyo 7050, is documented 
in this next section.  It should be noted that for the convenience of testing a return trip was 
created as a second segment of the same trip.  However, it is expected that during normal 
use each one-way trip would be created as a separate trip within TAD.  For example, 
“Home to Work” would be one trip activated by the user when leaving home, and “Work 
to Home” would be a second trip activated by the user when they are ready to leave work.  
This design helps TAD to minimize the impact on device battery life by only using GPS 
when necessary for real-time navigation. 
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5.1.1 Example of a Preliminary Field Test Evaluation 
 
 Originating bus stop:  intersection of Holly Dr. and Maple Dr., USF campus, 
Route 6, stop near Greek Village  
 Mode: HART Bus Route  #6 
 Destination bus stop: intersection of Sligh Ave. at 56th St.  
 Position of phone: closed, on belt holster, antenna not extended 
First Segment (Figure 31):   
 Starting the trip: Drove to a parking lot approximately 200 meters from the 
starting bus stop, started TAD application and put the phone on belt holster.  
Walked to the starting stop; phone properly detected stop.  Returned phone to 
belt holster, waited for the HART bus Route # 6 
 During the trip: Got on bus and sat down in middle facing inwards with back to 
windows.  Proceeded to ride through the route, checking phone every 10-15 
minutes for operation.   Everything worked as expected 
 Ending the trip:  Opened phone to check distance when approaching final bus 
stop.  Phone gave the “Get ready” and “Pull the cord now!” prompts at 
approximately 400 and 160 meters from the destination stop, respectively as 
calculated by the phone. (Figure 29).  The actual distance from the destination 
stop when the prompts were given, as measured after the trip using mapping 
tools, was around 380 and 145 meters, respectively. Pulled cord at alert and got 
off bus. 
 Phone detected final stop and started to search for first stop of second segment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        
     
 
Figure 31 – Sample TAD Test - Route 6 Segment 1 
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Second Segment (Figure 32): 
 Starting the trip:  Walked across street, checking phone for detection of first 
stop of return segment.  Phone detected stop correctly.  Proceeded to wait for 
bus. 
 During the trip: Got on bus and sat down in back facing forward, with phone 
still on belt holster.  Checked phone every 10-15 minutes.  Everything worked 
as expected. 
 Ending the trip:  Opened phone to check distance and, as expected, phone 
proceeded to give alerts to get ready and get off at approximately 400 and 160 
calculated remaining distance to the destination stop.  This time, actual 
distances were approximately 420 and 150 meters, which gave ample time to 
pull cord and bus stopped on the stop.  Phone detected this stop as well and 
proceeded to switch back to trip selection screen. 
 Overall grade: Good – phone provided alerts in correct locations during both 
segments of trip. Noted that user must have good reaction time to pull cord in 
time.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 32 – Sample TAD test – Route 6 Segment 2 
Additional tests were also ongoing by Mr. Sheppard while traveling as part of his normal 
job.  The results of 38 trips documented by the research team are shown in Table 7.  Three 
occasions where the prompt issued either late or not at all were due to inaccurate bus stop 
information.  One bus stop had been moved as part of a HART service change and was not 
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yet reflected in the TAD database.  The research team had intentionally not updated the 
TAD system due to troubleshooting technical issues, so this problem should not occur 
during normal TAD operation.  The second bus stop had been geo-coded in an incorrect 
location and, therefore, TAD never triggered the notifications.  It is hoped that HART’s 
newly geo-coded bus stop inventory will help with this issue during future TAD testing.  A 
late prompt resulted from a location where bus stops were positioned very close to one 
another.  The effect of bus stops in very close proximity on the current TAD alert 
triggering algorithm is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.3. 
Detailed documentation of testing completed for 11 of these trips, including map data, is 
available in Appendix A.  
Table 7 – Summary of Results from TAD Testing 
Conducted on Random Bus Stops 
Number of Ideal Prompts 34 
Number of Late Prompts  
Incorrectly Geo-coded Bus Stop 1 
Close Proximity of Bus Stops 1 
Number of Times No Prompt Given  
HART Service Change 1 
Incorrectly Geo-coded Bus Stop 1 
Total Number of Trips 38 
 
5.2 Evaluation of TAD by STAGES Students 
The following sections discuss the results of the evaluation of TAD by STAGES 
students.  The results of these trips are shown in Evaluation #1 
TAD did not successfully detect the GPS starting point bus stop location due to a wireless 
network connection failure, which is required for a GPS to function properly. The trip was 
aborted and rescheduled. Since the mobile phone was unable to connect to the wireless 
carriers development location sever, the phone was unable to obtain a GPS fix.  This issue 
is not under the control of the research team and has been experienced only a few times 
during TAD development and testing.  The research team is now working with the wireless 
carrier to utilize a more stable location server, which should substantially increase the 
reliability of GPS for future testing.  This type of failure should only occur in development 
environments, and is not expected to be an issue in general TAD deployment as a normal 
mobile phone application. 
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Table 8.  Two trips, which were accidentally aborted by the research team before 
TAD could provide the alert, are omitted from this table.  For trips where TAD 
alerted the user with “Get Ready…” and “Pull the Cord Now!” notifications are 
further broken down into three categories for analysis.  Ideal prompts are those given 
in the location between the stop prior to the destination stop and the destination stop 
while giving the user enough time to react and pull the stop request cord.  Late 
prompts are those given after the stop prior to the destination stop but require very 
fast reaction time by the user to avoid missing the stop.  Early prompts are those given 
to the user before they reach the stop prior to the destination stop.  
Evaluation #1 
TAD did not successfully detect the GPS starting point bus stop location due to a wireless 
network connection failure, which is required for a GPS to function properly. The trip was 
aborted and rescheduled. Since the mobile phone was unable to connect to the wireless 
carriers development location sever, the phone was unable to obtain a GPS fix.  This issue 
is not under the control of the research team and has been experienced only a few times 
during TAD development and testing.  The research team is now working with the wireless 
carrier to utilize a more stable location server, which should substantially increase the 
reliability of GPS for future testing.  This type of failure should only occur in development 
environments, and is not expected to be an issue in general TAD deployment as a normal 
mobile phone application. 
Table 8 - Result of TAD Evaluation with STAGES Students 
Number of Ideal Prompts 5 
Number of Early Prompts   
Received prompt while bus was stopped at 2nd-to-last bus 
stop 1 
Number of Late Prompts   
Close Proximity of Bus Stops 2 
GPS drift 1 
User did not hear alert when it was first issued 1 
Number of Times No Prompt Given   
Due to Lack of Connection to Wireless Carrier Location 
Server 1 
Due to Incorrectly Geo-coded Bus Stop 1 
Total Number of Trips 12 
Evaluation #2 
TAD did not successfully detect the starting bus stop of the trip due to erroneous bus stop 
location information stored in the TAD database.  The actual bus stop location is indicated 
by the red balloon-shaped marker in Figure 33, while the nearby blue bus square indicates 
the location stored in the bus stop inventory.  The preliminary testing did not uncover the 
error since all tests approached the bus stop from the south, and therefore still passed near 
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enough the database stop location to detect it.  However, during the actual field test, the 
bus stop was approached from the north, and TAD did not come near enough the database 
stop location for it to be detected.  This issue has been resolved by correcting the location 
data in the TAD database.   
It is also hoped that a new bus stop inventory from HART will address remaining bus stop 
inventory inaccuracies in the database.  Additionally, future versions of TAD will not 
require proximity detection of the boarding bus stop location in order to detect the 
destination stop.  Therefore, TAD will only rely on the accuracy of two bus stops (i.e., the 
destination stop and stop prior to the destination) instead of three stops. 
 
 
Figure 33 - Inaccuracy in Bus Stop Location Data in Second Field Test  
Evaluation #3 
On the first segment of the trip, TAD delivered the alert to the user near the destination 
stop.  However, the user received the alert slightly early while the bus was stopped at the 
bus stop prior to the destination stop.  Ideally, it is desired that TAD alert the user 
immediately after the bus departs from the second-to-last stop. This was caused by two 
factors: the small distance of approximately 135 meters between destination stop and the 
stop prior to it and the fact that the bus came to a halt to allow riders to board or alight at 
the second-to-last stop.  The TAD application is set to alert the user at approximately 165 
meters prior to the final destination; thus, the alert sounded prior to passing the second-to-
last bus stop.   If the bus did not stop at the stop, the alert likely would have been executed 
in an ideal position.   These problems result from the desire to maximize the radius of the 
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geo-fence to provide the user with early warning along with the restriction of the radius 
size being at most the minimum possible distance between bus stops (to avoid giving the 
prompt too early).  Future TAD versions should examine potential improvements to the 
current alert mechanism, which takes into account the second-to-last bus stop location and 
the velocity of the bus on the approach to the final stop to make a more accurate alert. 
On the second segment of this trip, the research team accidentally aborted the test before 
the final destination stop was reached due to a miscommunication within the research 
team.  The TAD application did provide the alert in an ideal location after the research 
team exited the bus with the user. 
Evaluation #4 
On the first segment, the user reported that TAD provided the alert too close to the final 
stop, approximately 60 meters before the intended bus stop.   Upon the review of the GPS 
log, it appears that TAD should have been triggered by several GPS fixes at approximately 
165, 145, and 130 meters distance from the bus stop, as shown in Figure 34.   Further 
testing was not able to replicate this observation.  Based on the available information, it is 
believed that the user did not hear or feel the alert until very close to the stop.  Future 
versions of TAD should be enhanced to automatically indicate in the GPS log exactly 
where the notification was given to the rider to better aid in the troubleshooting process.  
Additionally, future versions should examine delivering the alert through a Bluetooth™ 
wireless headset to increase the chance that the rider will hear the alert as soon as it is 
issued. 
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Figure 34 - GPS log from Field Test #4 Route 6 Segment 1 End 
On the second segment of this trip, TAD delivered the prompts to the user in an ideal 
location. 
Evaluation #5 
On the first segment of this trip, the research team accidentally aborted the trip before the 
final destination stop was reached due to a miscommunication within the research team.  
TAD gave the alert in the ideal location for all subsequent tests of the first segment of 
Route 18. 
On the second segment of this trip, TAD delivered the alert to the user as they were 
approaching the destination stop.  The “Pull the cord now!” alert sounded as the trainer and 
student were preparing to exit the bus, which too late for the rider to safely request a stop if 
the bus was moving at full speed. As mentioned above, future TAD versions should 
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examine potential improvements to the stop detection algorithm that would aid in alerting 
the user as soon as possible after the bus passes the second to last stop, which could avoid 
some of these late alert occurrences. 
Evaluation #6 
This trip was taken on the same route as Field Test #5.  For the first segment of the trip, the 
TAD gave the rider the alert in an ideal location. 
For the second segment, as in the second segment of Field Test #5, the user reported that 
the phone gave the alert too close to the final stop.  As mentioned above, this is likely due 
to the extremely short distance between the bus stops.  Further investigation of enhanced 
alert triggering algorithms should take place in future versions of TAD that could help 
deliver the alert sooner than the existing stop detection algorithm. 
Evaluation #7 
This trip was taken on the same day as trips #5 and #6 on the same route.  For both the first 
and second trip segments, TAD delivered the alert in an ideal location.   
Evaluation #8 
For the first segment, TAD delivered the alert in an ideal location.  For the second 
segment, the user reported that TAD delivered the alert too close to the destination stop.  
After the review of the GPS data logs from the phone (Figure 35), one possible cause for 
this anomaly could be attributed to temporary loss of GPS accuracy.   Figure 34 shows a 
clear sign of GPS drift starting at point of intersection of Fowler Ave. and 30th St.  For 
example, point 179259 had estimated horizontal accuracy of approximately 132 meters, 
which means the rider could have been anywhere in a circle within radius of 132 meters, 
with the center at point 179259, which allows for the possibility of being extremely close 
to final destination, yet the TAD software would believe that the rider was still far away.   
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Figure 35 - GPS Log from Route 18 – Segment 2 
The research team could not replicate this behavior by traveling this route multiple times 
before and after the STAGES testing.   
A temporary loss of GPS accuracy can be attributed to many causes, including weather, 
position of the phone in the bus, wireless interference, and incorrect assistance information 
from a location server.  The research team is working with the wireless carrier to utilize a 
more stable location server to assure that reliable assistance data is available during all 
testing.  Future mobile phone models should show a further increase in GPS sensitivity that 
should also provide better positioning information, therefore reducing the chance of GPS 
drift.  The research team will also look to enhance the stop detection algorithm to provide 
the user with alerts earlier in order to give the rider more notice before they must pull the 
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stop request cord.  As this was the only occurrence of GPS drift observed during system 
testing, GPS drift does not seem to be a significant problem for the TAD system. 
5.3 Findings from Field Tests 
The TAD field tests successfully demonstrated the proof-of-concept of the TAD system.  
Many valuable observations were made during these tests, which can be used to improve 
the system’s usability and reliability.  The following subsections discuss observations and 
lessons learned from the initial deployment of TAD. 
5.3.1 Challenge of Working with Special Populations 
Getting TAD into the hands of the target special population was very challenging.  There 
were significant hurdles that had to be overcome regarding the paperwork and process 
required by the Hillsborough County School System and USF’s Institutional Review 
Board.  Some of these hurdles include modifying the informed consent and survey 
documents so that both Hillsborough County and IRB were satisfied with the final version, 
as well as having the research team fingerprinted before they could interact with the 
students. 
The many delays introduced because of having a special population use TAD proved to be 
challenging not only from the project management perspective, but also for the technical 
management of the TAD system.  To minimize the possibility of errors during actual 
STAGES trips, the research team traveled on each route planned for use by the STAGES 
students to ensure that TAD worked properly for these areas.  In each of these tests, TAD 
alerted the user at an ideal location.  Once these tests were performed and validated, the 
TAD system was frozen in that state (i.e., no further automatic updates that could cause 
unexpected changes to the bus stops or routes) in preparation for the trips with the 
STAGES students.  However, as time passed from these initial tests, HART made transit 
service changes, and construction at several locations resulted in a few bus stops being 
moved.  Ordinarily, these changes would have been automatically integrated into the TAD 
system via the update from the Google Transit Feed. HART posts updated bus stop and 
route data to their website in the Google Transit Feed Format, and TAD is able to 
automatically download and integrate these changes into the TAD database.   
However, in an attempt to minimize changes to the system between the preliminary TAD 
testing and STAGES evaluation, the research team chose to manually update only the stops 
and routes that were related to the planned STAGES trips and re-test those trips. This 
service change, manual update, and re-test process happened several times before the 
actual STAGES trips were performed.  Since the system was not initially designed with 
manual updates in mind, some additional errors in bus stop placement may have resulted 
from manual adjustments within the database, which requires direct editing of latitude and 
longitude values through a database record interface.  Since TAD was proven very reliable 
when utilized in a live state (as shown from results in Table 7 and Appendix A) with 
system updates happening regularly from the Google Transit Feed, it is recommended that 
the TAD system be kept in a live state for any future field tests.  Additionally, the creation 
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of a tool for the TAD system, which allows visual editing of stop information through a 
map interface, would be very useful and would help avoid any potential data entry errors.   
Delays in the evaluation by STAGES also led to miscommunications within the research 
team regarding which exact stops were to be used for test trips due to the amount of time 
that had elapsed from the initial planning of the trips.  This error led to two segments of the 
field test trips being prematurely aborted since the researcher believed that the 
destination’s stop had already been passed, when, in fact, the bus had not yet reached the 
destination stop that TAD was programmed to use. 
5.3.2 User Preferences 
When interviewed, several of the STAGES students that used TAD expressed a preference 
of having the phone’s vibration feature function as the primary alert format over a spoken 
voice alert.  Many of the parents expressed preference for an audio alert.  This situation 
seems to be the result of the transit rider not wanting to draw unnecessary attention, while 
the parents believed that the audio alert would best gain the rider’s attention if he or she 
was distracted.  Future TAD development should examine the use of Bluetooth™ wireless 
headsets in conjunction with the TAD mobile phone software.  The use of the wireless 
headset to deliver the audio alert would allow the transit rider to retain his/her privacy but 
still provide a spoken prompt to the user.  Since a few of the transit riders also reported that 
the audio alert was hard to hear in the noisy bus environment, the headset should help 
address this issue as well. 
5.3.3 Bus Stop Detection and Alert Trigger Algorithm 
The stop detection algorithm on the mobile phone must be extremely efficient due to the 
limitations of computing resources on the mobile phone that prevents advanced spatial 
queries and the lack of complex spatial data from the Google Transit Feed that would 
define the actual path the bus travels.  For the TAD project, a simple geo-fencing algorithm 
was implemented that detected when the device comes within a certain distance of the 
destination bus stop while the user is traveling on the bus (Figure 36). 
It is desired that the geo-fence radius from the destination stop be maximized to give the 
alert to the user as soon as possible to allow him/her to prepare to exit the bus.  However, 
to prevent the “Pull the cord now!” notification from being triggered too soon, the radius 
of the geo-fence cannot exceed the distance between the second-to-last stop and the 
destination stop.  Since the actual travel distance between the stops is not necessarily 
known from the transit agency’s Google Transit Feed data, the minimum possible distance 
between bus stops must be assumed when using this algorithm.  Considering that there is 
an uncertainty value associated with the GPS position calculated by the mobile phone, to 
use this algorithm in the real world, the radius of the geo-fence must actually be at least 
several meters less than the GPS uncertainty value subtracted from the distance between 
the second-to-last stop and the destination stop.  
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 Figure 36  – Bus Stop Detection Algorithm used in TAD 
While the majority of the time TAD is able to properly give the “Pull the cord now!” 
notification somewhere between the second-to-last stop and the destination stop as desired, 
this situation causes some challenges when attempting to give the rider the alert at the 
proper time when bus stops are very close together.  Additionally, a very early alert is not 
possible for bus stops that are far apart since the algorithm is limited by the minimum 
possible distance between the second-to-last stop and destination stop.  The resulting early 
and late prompts were observed several times during the evaluation of TAD by STAGES 
students, which occurred primarily in several locations where bus stops are positioned very 
close together.  In TAD testing on random stops, where stops were generally spaced 
further apart, and fewer late alerts were observed. 
Several of the occasions where TAD gave the notification to the rider too close to the 
destination stop could potentially be improved by a more advanced stop detection 
algorithm based on the knowledge of the location of the second-to-last bus stop in 
coordination with other measurements and should be investigated in a future version of 
TAD.   This advanced algorithm could potentially give riders alerts while they are 
traveling on the bus much earlier while avoiding the problem of giving the alert too early. 
If TAD is expanded in capabilities to alert the user as they approaching their boarding stop, 
simple geofence-based detection should be sufficient for this service since the user will be 
traveling via modes at lower speeds (e.g. walking, biking) and the window for successful 
alert delivery is much larger than when the user is actively traveling on a bus. 
Future versions of TAD could also examine direct support to the transit rider in case they 
miss their bus stop and exit the vehicle at an incorrect stop.  Currently, the server-side 
route deviation algorithm should detect when the rider is outside the area of the route that 
they are traveling.  In this case, a text-message and email alert would be sent to the 
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caretaker and travel trainer.  Future integration with AVL systems could also potentially be 
able to detect situation where the rider is still in the vicinity of the route but their real-time 
location no longer matches the bus real-time location and they have not arrived at the 
correct stop.  In other words, the rider has exited the vehicle at the incorrect location but 
still on the path of the bus route, they were traveling.  Additional aid could also be given to 
the transit rider to help guide them back to their planned destination stop.  However, these 
features should be designed with consultation of travel trainers and special education 
professionals in order to prevent giving instructions that could be harmful to the transit 
rider.  For example, it may be preferable to simply have the travel trainer contact the transit 
rider via the cell phone and give them verbal directions based on the rider’s location, local 
environment, the rider’s abilities, and the travel trainer’s professional judgment.  
Navigation software will not be able to take all of these issues into account, and therefore 
may inadvertently direct the user to perform an action (e.g. crossing a street) which could 
be dangerous to that particular user. 
5.3.4 Importance of Bus Stop Accuracy 
A major issue that has been repeatedly encountered during TAD testing is the accuracy of 
the bus route and stop information obtained from the transit agency through their Google 
Transit Feed.  The most significant problem has been the inaccuracies in geo-coded bus 
stop locations.  Since TAD relies on this information to properly announce the alerts to 
request a stop, if the bus stop location is inaccurate, in certain situations TAD will not 
perform well.  The difference between geo-coded and true stop location has been observed 
to be anywhere from 10 to 100 meters, which can negatively impact TAD performance. 
Figure 37 illustrates the potential differences between the data being obtained from the 
Google Transit Feed (Alumni Dr at Laurel bus icon) and the actual geographic location of 
the bus stop (pushpin marker).  This scenario also represents a situation where inaccuracies 
would negatively affect TAD.  Since the bus will approach the stop from the east (right 
side of image), it will reach the actual stop location before the geo-coded does.  Therefore, 
TAD would alert the rider to request a stop after he/she had already passed his/her 
destination stop.  This circumstance would result in the rider arriving at the next transit 
stop, which could potentially be a long distance from the intended destination.  
Additionally, if the rider’s trip involves transfers between buses and this stop is one of the 
transfers, TAD may be impacted for future segments even if the rider exits the vehicle at 
the proper stop.  Since the TAD, software will believe the rider never reached this location; 
it will not begin tracking the next segment and therefore will not give a notification for that 
segment. 
It should be noted that some bus stop inaccuracies do not affect TAD performance.  For 
example, if the locations in Figure 37 were reversed and the bus would first encounter the 
geo-coded stop before passing the actual geographic location of the stop, TAD would 
likely still perform adequately to prompt the rider to get off at the proper stop.  The stop 
request alert would be triggered sooner than intended, but as long as the alert was triggered 
after the stop before the destination stop was passed the rider would still be able to exit the 
vehicle at the correct stop. 
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Figure 37  – Illustration of Inaccuracies in Bus Stop Inventory Datasets 
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CHAPTER 6 -  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
The initial design, implementation, and field-testing of the TAD software application, 
running on commercially available GPS-enabled mobile phones and announcing upcoming 
bus stops to the transit rider has been successful.  The device with the proof-of-concept 
TAD software has been field tested in the Tampa area on HART transit bus routes with 
very promising results.  However, several improvements remain to be researched, 
designed, tested, and implemented.   
Several areas of the TAD software system can be improved.   For example, improvements 
to the TAD mobile phone application user interface may help riders be less conspicuous 
when utilizing TAD.  Field test participants stated their preference for a more discreet 
notification method to alert them of upcoming stops instead of publically announcing the 
alerts via the device speakerphone.  Future versions of TAD could utilize Bluetooth™ 
wireless headsets so that the audio prompt for “Get ready” and “Pull the cord now!” be 
heard privately through the headsets and not announced out loud.   
Another function that could be added to the TAD system is trip inference. It may be 
possible to automatically predict which transit trip the rider currently wants to take by their 
real-time position and past travel behavior.  This feature could remove the requirement for 
riders to select their trip from a list of trips displayed on the phone and make the user 
experience simpler.   
Trip planning functionality could also be integrated into the TAD website.  Currently, the 
website user must have knowledge of the bus system routes and schedule to set up a trip 
for a TAD user.  Trip planning software such as Google Transit potentially could be 
integrated into the TAD system.  This software, given a source and destination address, 
would be able to automatically plan a trip and set up the proper routes and schedules for 
download by the TAD mobile application. 
While for the majority of transit trips, TAD is able to alert the rider at the appropriate time, 
both bus stop detection and alert triggering algorithms of TAD should be enhanced to 
avoid giving alerts in very close proximately to the desired stop.  The current algorithm 
provides some alerts in locations that require very fast reaction time by riders to request a 
stop before the bus passes their destination stop.  Advanced bus stop detection algorithms 
should be able to give the rider notification earlier without giving the alert too soon.   
The current requirement to detect the first stop for each segment should be removed to 
prevent possible failures due to an incorrectly geo-coded starting bus stop location. By 
removing this requirement, TAD will still alert the rider of his/her approaching destination 
stop even if the user was never detected as being near their starting stop.  To further 
increase the reliability of TAD, detection of multiple segment ending stops simultaneously 
may be desirable so that an intermediate failure at a transfer stop that is improperly geo-
coded will not result in remaining segments of the total trip being unmonitored.  TAD 
would, therefore, function for remaining segments of a trip even if one intermediate 
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segment was not properly detected and the transit rider could continue his/her trip past an 
undetected stop.   
Future work also should focus on creating a tool that would allow administrators to move 
bus stop locations in the database via the user interface.  It is likely that many transit 
agencies will have inaccuracies in their bus stop inventory, so allowing the travel trainer to 
move the stop to the correct location would ensure that TAD functions correctly for that 
segment while removing from the TAD system administrators the burden of manually 
updating datasets.  Allowing direct placement by the travel trainer through a website tool 
reduces errors in communicating information between parties and reduces the potential for 
human error during direct data manipulations in the database.  Once a bus stop is manually 
moved, automatic updates via the Google Transit Feed should continue to take place, but 
the manually adjusted bus stops would remain untouched during the update process.  In the 
future, tools such as Google Earth™’s “Streetview,” which provides a first-person 
perspective of the street at the bus stop location, should prove very useful to travel trainers 
wanting to remotely view the potential destination of a planned trip for a transit rider. 
Transit AVL systems also should be studied to see what additional services can be 
provided to the user, such as estimated time until arrival as well as ensuring that the rider 
boarded the correct bus.  AVL also should be investigated as a potential backup 
positioning system when the mobile phone cannot calculate the GPS fix based on its 
embedded GPS hardware.  Since AVL utilizes GPS antennas that are located on the 
exterior of the bus, it may be able to calculate position information in environments where 
a mobile phone cannot.  While lack of an accurate GPS signal does not seem to be a 
significant problem for newer phones with high-sensitivity assisted GPS technology, AVL 
may serve as an important backup for older mobile phones with less sensitive GPS.  It may 
also be possible to utilize the AVL to provide location-aware services to transit riders with 
mobile phones without GPS function. However, the quality of such a service would have 
to be researched and evaluated. 
Further testing with other transit agencies is essential so that the research team can observe 
the results of TAD functioning on a different transit system.  If a transit agency has an 
accurate and up-to-date bus stop inventory and that data are placed into the Google Transit 
Feed Specification format, the TAD system should be able to read the data and instantly 
add that agency into the system. 
The task of integrating the TAD into travel training curricula is an open issue that will 
require input from multiple parties including special education professionals and travel 
trainers.  Guidance for “training the trainers” should be developed to ensure the trainers 
utilize TAD properly during training sessions. Trainers should also be educated to assess a 
rider’s ability to independently use TAD to complete a trip. Further studies that define the 
capabilities and skills needed for a rider to use various TAD features are needed with input 
from parents, trainers, riders, and others to assure the user-friendliness and functionality of 
the application to riders with specific disabilities. Although field tests with special needs 
population proved rather challenging logistically, more testing is needed to refine TAD and 
make it applicable to specific needs. For example, for the hearing impaired, additional 
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visual cues on the phone screen can be considered along with the vibration of the phone 
instead of current audio prompts.  
Lastly, since no software system is 100 percent reliable, travel trainers should provide 
clients with fallback plans in case the TAD software is not able to alert the rider at the 
appropriate time.  Both the tracking feature and the automated route deviation alert of the 
TAD software, along with general utility features of a cell phone, are designed to aid the 
travel trainer and/or guardian in case the rider becomes lost. However, in general, with or 
without TAD’s assistance, different scenarios should be prepared and field-tested for a 
particular rider according to his/her specific needs. Keeping in mind that TAD is designed 
to be a used as a tool to aid in travel training and to enhance the rider’s independence and 
safety, trainees should have ample opportunities to practice with guardians and trainers so 
that some level of familiarity and confidence is attained before riding independently.  
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Appendix A – Additional TAD Testing Results on  
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit (HART) System 
 
 
Legend: 
 
 
= “Get Ready” Command
= “Pull Cord” Now Command
= Destination Stop (from Google Transit Feed (GTF))
= Actual Bus Stop Location (if different from GTF stop location)  
 
 
 
Route 83-East
N. Florida Avenue and Bearss Avenue               
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Route 1-North
N. Florida Avenue and Prince Street  
Route 5-North
N. McKinley Drive and E. Bougainvillea Avenue  
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Route 15-East
Hillsborough Avenue and 59th Street
Route 18-South
N. 30th Street and Busch Boulevard  
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Route 33-West
Fletcher Avenue and Orange Grove Drive  
Route 34-East
Hillsborough Avenue and 40th Street  
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Route 34-West
Hillsborough Avenue and 40th Street
Route 36-South
Himes Avenue and Hillsborough Avenue  
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Route 39-West
Busch Boulevard and N. Boulevard  
Route 83-S
N. Florida Avenue and 135th Avenue
Comment: Alert too close to bus stop  
  
 
  
 
  
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
   
